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Handbook
The hanbook basically consists of three parts:
Part I: The Impulse Articles give a survey of the following topics: Sociology and Ethnology, History, Language, Music, and
Roma Personalities. The articles are based on the headwords of
the Rombase; reference to the specific headwords makes it easier to find detailed information.
Part II: Ideas for Using Roma-Related Topics in Class for the
following subjects: Music, German, History and Social Studies,
and Geography and Economic Studies (with reference to the
curriculum for Sekundarstufe I); they can and should be used
also in other subjects and adult education.
Part III: The Collection of Material gives the users the opportunity to make a pre-selection regarding content and target
group.
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Sociology & Ethnology
Stereotypes, Clichés and Prejudices
Ever since their arrival in Europe, the "gypsies" have been
strangers – people about whom nothing is known and who thus
have fuelled endless speculations– mainly because of their
strange looks. These "fearsome" people are accused of using
witchcraft, stealing, disliking regular work, spying and a lot
more. Just like Jewish people, the Roma are claimed to be the
ones responsible for pest and cholera. This is just one of several
parallels to anti-Semitism: the picture of the 'Wandering Jew' is
very much like the picture of the "gypsy" damned to nomadic
life. Both are accused of having denied Jesus and the holy family their home and have thus, according to legend, been damned
to eternal nomadism.

→ Rombase1
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Stereotype und
Folklorism

In fact, the wandering life which is often attributed to the Roma
is neither punishment for denial of assistance, nor is it innate.
Ever since the beginning of time, groups of Roma had to travel
around because of external force- be it fleeing war and persecution or because of the fact that they were not allowed to settle,
trade, or buy productive land within the cities' walls. The wandering life of the Roma is a construct. Only an estimated 5 % of
the 10 – 12 million Roma worldwide can really be called "peripatetic nomads", meaning that they are traveling about due to
economic reasons.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Nomadic and sedentary

How prejudices come into being can be illustrated by the example of the "gypsies" who allegedly steal children: under Empress Maria Theresia's reign a law was passed according to
which Roma children were taken away from their parents and
given to Christian farmer families for "civilizing". Roma who
tried to get back their children were accused of child theft.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » Modern
Times » Maria-Theresia and Joseph II.
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During the 19th century, some negative stereotypes were
changed into positive ones: as a projection of one's own unfulfilled whishes, the "gypsies" became the symbol of freedom and
self-determination (for instance in Bizet's Carmen or in the song
Lustig ist das Zigeunerleben).
This romantic picture of the gypsies and, at the same time, a
"scientific" racism which classified the Roma as an inferior
race, continued to determine the society's interaction with the
Roma into the 20th century. Not for the first- or last- time in
history, the concept of a stranger has become the concept of an
enemy; being different – culturally or racially, real or construed,
becomes a reason for extinction.

film poster Der Zigeunerbaron
directed by Kurt Wilhelm /
Germany, 1962
Source: www.cinemabilia.de
→ Rombase
History and Politics » Holocaust

The prevailing picture of the Roma is shaped by mostly negative prejudices and clichés. Of course there are "gypsies" who
steal, deceive and do not work, just like there are non-Roma
who do the same. The danger lies in the desinformation and ensuing generalization. The danger also lies in the fact that individual prejudices are taken up in politics and lead to negative
effects on the Roma, up to their systematic extinction.2

Sinti und Roma p.123 ff

As has been mentioned before, the alleged wandering life of the
Roma is by no means innate; apart from economic necessity,
persecution and expulsion have been the factors that caused the
Roma to set off and move on. Consequently, the most suitable
form of housing was the tent or the caravan.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Habitation
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Nomadic and sedentary

Now, most of the Roma are living in houses, even if these do
not fulfill the modern standards of quality – oftentimes water,
electricity or even sanitary facilities are missing. Whereas in the
old times Roma settlements came into being in places reserved
for certain professions (reserved places so they could offer their
services there), e.g. blacksmiths or musicians, nowadays many
settlements are on the outskirts of or even completely outside of
villages, in places where no Gadžo (non-Rom) would settle, in
places that are not needed by the villages or cities for any other
purpose. In Oberwart (Burgenland, Austria), for instance, the
Roma who have been living there for centuries have been relocated several times; most recently, when the ground of the old
settlement was needed for a new hospital. Today the Roma set-

Roma settlement (Slovakia)
Source: Rombase
Picture: Schrammel, Barbara
(2001)

Habitation
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Also see "Informationen zur politischen Bildung", issue 271/1.4.2001: Vorurteile, Stereotype, Feindbilder; edited
by Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung / Germany. Articles included: Sinti und Roma als Feindbilder and "Zigeuner" und Juden in der Literatur nach 1945. Download: http://www.bpb.de/publikationen/ can also be ordered.
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settlement was needed for a new hospital. Today the Roma settlement is located on the former waste disposal site.3
Only very rarely do the Roma live in villages among and with
the Gadže – partly because many non-Roma do not want the
Roma in their neighborhood4 and partly because the Roma keep
away from the Gadže, feeling safer in a community of their
equals. Many Roma prefer living in the anonymity of the big
cities; there, no one knows they are Roma and in this way they
hope to avoid problems and hostility. But – particularly in the
big cities- there are also families of Roma who live in a traditional way and who uphold their Romanipe, their being Roma,
and come to act as "ambassadors" of their culture.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Habitation » Gav / Vatra; Osada

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Habitation » Maškaral o Gav
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Romanipe
Personalities » The Stojkas;
Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos

Festivities & Ceremonies
Celebrations
Generally speaking, Roma celebrations are the same as NonRoma, Gadže, celebrations: marriage, childbirth, baptism. Additionally, they celebrate at religious and non-religious occasions,
depending on the cultural sphere of influence the Roma live in.
Most Roma celebrate Christmas, New Year's Eve and Easter,
but slava, the celebration for the family patron saint, is only
celebrated by Serbian-Orthodox Roma, and djurdjevdan, the celebration for St. George only in the Southern Balkans.5
Marriage (bijav) and a combined celebration are not indispensable in order to be regarded as husband and wife in the Roma
society: the engagement ceremony (mangavipen) alone unites
husband and wife for a lifetime. The engagement is celebrated
with the immediate family, and not only unites husband and wife, but also the two families. Traditionally, the parents choose
the spouses; the decisive factors of choice being the economic
and social advantages resulting from the new union.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Celebrations

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Celebrations » Slava; Djurdjevdan

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Ceremonies » Bijav; Mangavipen

The marriage proper, often with hundreds of guests, sometimes
takes place years after the engagement, when the families of the
bridal couple have the necessary financial means at their disposal. A civil and/or church wedding should be seen as a tribute
to Non-Roma society, in which an unofficial union is frowned
upon as living in sin and offers no security legally and socially.
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Ref. SAMER, HELMUT (2001) Die Roma von Oberwart. Zur Geschichte und aktuellen Situation der Roma von Oberwart, Oberwart: edition lex liszt 12. (Order at http://www.kbk.at/ll12/index.htm or tel. +(43) 03352/33940.
4
According to a long-range study carried out by Austria Perspektiv, in 1994 38,5% of Austrians did not want Roma
as neighbors, and 25% in 1999 (24,7% of Austrians reject Moslems, 20,3% reject foreigners in general, 15,2% reject
immigrant workers and 16,8% reject Jews); ref. http://www.austriaperspektiv.at/presse3.htm
5
Listen to it: (http://www-gewi.kfunigraz.ac.at/romani/index.de.html): Radio Romano Centro RRC 27 programme:
Dragan Jevremović about Christmas with Kalderaš and New Year 2000.
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Baptism (boňa) is an extremely important ceremony because it
symbolizes the transition from "another" world into this one.
According to the old beliefs, bad spirits have power over the
child until it is baptized; this is why the mother may never leave
it alone during this period. Oftentimes objects made of iron –
such as a knife or scissors – are put under the pillow of the infant as protection against bad spirits; iron is supposed to immunize the newborn against negative influences. Whereas the
wedding ceremony can be carried out by a wise, old Rom, baptism requires a professional priest because of its great importance.
Funerals & Mourning Rites
Traditionally living Roma still observe ancestor worship – possibly a relic from structures influenced by Hinduism. In addition, they are influenced by the particular predominant religion,
which has been adapted and integrated into their traditional religious system.
The deceased is preferably laid out at home. During at least 24
hours of the wake (vartováni), the deceased must not be left
alone. In his presence, neither eating nor drinking is allowed.
Men and women take turns during the wake. Usually the older
women act as wailers. In order to fend off the death spirit (mulo), clothes are torn.
Until a few decades ago certain rituals were common, with the
help of which people (mahrimé, degeš) and objects "soiled" by
the presence of death were to be cleaned ritually (žužo); during
these rituals, the deathbed and the tent or caravan of the deceased were burnt.
The funeral itself usually takes place three days after death;
compared to Christian-Orthodox tradition, bereavement and
grief are shown in an unusually passionate way. Sometimes
personal objects are put into the grave, objects he liked in his
lifetime; the deceased should not be lacking anything in afterlife.
During the time of mourning the rituals and rules differ from
group to group. These mourning rites serve a double purpose:
they should help the deceased to make the transition into the
next world, but they should also help the bereaved to get over
their loss.
The Sepečides, for instance, are not allowed to dance, and the
men of the Vlach-Roma, like the Kalderaš or the Lovara are not
allowed to shave, to brush their hair or wash themselves.
The mulo, the spirit of the deceased, can return for an unspecified period of time; the Kalderaš allow 40 days for a possible
return, other groups like the Sinti up to a year. Particularly
among the traditionally living Vlach-Roma, the pomana, a cy4

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Ceremonies » Boňa

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Ceremonies » Vartováni

The caravan of a deceased is
being burnt. (England 1947).
Source: GRONEMEYER, REIMER
/ RAKELMANN, GEORGIA A.
(1988) Die Zigeuner, Cologne

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Mahrimé; Degeš;
Žužo

clically held funeral feast in honor of the deceased is held during this time. The Austrian Kalderaš, for instance, celebrate the
pomana 7 days, 40 days, 6 months and 1 year after a person's
death; the Romanian-Orthodox Roma, however, celebrate pomana only once, six weeks after the funeral. Also some Muslim
groups of Roma have similar rituals; with them, it is an official
funeral ceremony called mevlût which is also celebrated 1
week, 40 days, 6 months and 1 year after the death.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Mulo
Ethnology and Groups » Ceremonies » Pomana

After the mourning period the deceased is received among the
community of ancestors, who are well-disposed towards humans. Before that, a return of the mulo, the spirit of the deceased, is possible, which in some cases is welcomed as a sign
of particular closeness, in others feared. If the latter is the case,
the mulo may be soothed with the help of various rituals.
Religious Beliefs
Devel, or Del, means "God" in probably all Roma dialects. He is
the highest, almighty, ubiquitous, irreplaceable, transcendental
power. Then there are other forces, which sometimes help the
humans but more often harm them, like the bosorka, a witchlike being. She can replace an unbaptized infant by an evil, retarded, or disabled child; she can jinx people and even cause
death; good "witches", on the contrary, have healing powers,
can tell the future and help the humans with good advice.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Devel; Bosorka

The most important supernatural forces for the Roma are undoubtedly the mule, the spirits of the deceased. They can appear
because of an old feud, because they lack something in the
"other" world, or because they do not approve of their descendants' behavior. The spirits of the dead can also protect their
families or warn them of imminent danger.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Mulo

A rather vague role is played by beng, the devil. Whereas for
the Argentinean Kalderaš the devil is the negative counterpart
to God, other groups of Roma see him as an –undefined- evil
force, who often appears in fairytales as a simpleton repeatedly
outwitted by the clever Rom. Also, bad people are called beng,
and nasty children bengoro, small devil.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Beng
Fairy Tales and Narratives

All devilish and evil forces have one thing in common: they are
unclean. The concept of cleanness or uncleanness traditionally
plays an important role for the Roma.
Whereas the Gadže often associate the Roma with dirt (the proverbial "dirty gypsy"), the Roma observe strict rules concerning
the dichotomy clean/unclean – even though it must be said that
not all groups of Roma know these rules and taboos, or rather
that the requirements of everyday life make strictly observing
the rules impossible.
Der Rom und der Teufel
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As an example thousands of Eastern European Roma can be
taken who eke out their existence near waste disposal sites, collecting, sorting and reselling the ritually unclean Gadže waste,
out of sheer necessity.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Glaube
und Rituale » Beng; Mahrime;
Degeš; Žužo
Auf der Kippe

Family & Social Structure

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure

When talking about "the Roma", it is necessary to keep in mind
that they are by no means a homogenous group. They may be
homogenous in certain aspects of life (parts of their history,
common linguistic base, certain socio-cultural features), but the
bigger and smaller groups are, in fact, quite heterogeneous.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Roma Groups; Index of Roma Groups

What is common to all groups of Roma is the Romanipe, their
awareness of being Roma, as well as an ability to adjust sufficiently to different societies for survival, but at the same time
keep as much independence as possible. Delimiting themselves
from the Gadže, the Non-Roma, is the common denominator of
a collective consciousness. An still existing term of identification is amare Roma, ("our Roma"). Amare Roma are those
Roma of which one feels to be an immediate part. This can be
the inhabitants of one or several settlements, or –in the broader
sense- a community of Roma that speak one language (closely
related dialects of Romani čhib). The definition of amare Roma
depends on the context of delimiting oneself from the cudza
Roma, the "foreign Roma".

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Romanipe; Gadžo
/ Das / Gor
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Amare
Roma; Cudza Roma

Depending on the conditions of life in different societies, different strategies of adaptation and survival are used. The example of the Kalderaš is used here to illustrate what a traditional
social organization may look like:
The smallest unit, so to speak the nucleus, is made up of the extended family(tséra, literally: tent). This family usually consists
of three generations (grandparents, parents and unmarried children). The next level comprises the community of several such
families that descend from one ancestor (vista: family, clan).

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Traditional
Social Structure

Marriages usually take place within these clans, but also among
friendly clans. If a Rom marries, he chooses either his father's
clan, or –less commonly- his mother's. Members of one clan are
obliged to attend the funeral festivities and the wake in the case
of an important member's death. Additionally, they put themselves under the internal laws of the Vlax-Roma, the kris, which
still plays an important role with the Kalderaš.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Kris

The biggest social entity is the natía or řasa (which could
roughly be translated as "tribe"), which consists of all the
Kladeraš worldwide. The bond within this "tribe" is rather loose
and determined by fewer mutual obligations; still there is a feeling of belonging together, a feeling of unity that knows no country bounds. And mutual help, if needed, is a matter of course.
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The economically, but also socially and politically most important entity within these social forms were the kumpania, where
members of several friendly clans built an economic community in order to carry out a trade or business together. Each kumpania has its specific sphere of work and acts on a limited territory, which is defended against "intruders". The patriarch of the
most worthy clan, the rom baro (the "great" Rom) collects and
distributes the revenues, but also represents the clan outwardly;
this rom baro has often been wrongly built up to becoming the
"gypsy king".

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Economic
Communities

Comparable social structures also exist in other groups of
Roma; however, these structures in their original form occur
only in very few groups. Holocaust, assimilation by force or,
like in Eastern Europe, incorporation into the kolkhoz has destroyed the essential prerequisites for the continuation and functioning of these social forms. Clans and families were torn apart
and often reduced to a few members; the essential requirement
for certain professions, an at least temporary mobility, was
eliminated. In this way, many Roma lost their basis of livelyhood. Where building up new structures or adaptation to completely different conditions was impossible, many fell by the
wayside, becoming "hardship cases" reproached for being "lazy
and workshy".

Roma family (Buchschachen
[Bgld.]/Austria)
Source: Burgenländisches Landesarchiv (Eisenstadt)

First priority for the Roma is the feeling of belonging to their
family and clan. The family includes relatives from husband
and wife, up to cousins twice/three times removed, so to speak
all descendants of the great- and great-great grandparents. The
family has to fulfill certain obligations, such as providing for
the physical needs of its members, and all members have their
own, well-defined place and specific duties to perform within
this community.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Famel’ija;
Fajta

The traditional family's structure is strictly patriarchal. The rom,
the husband, is the head of the family and responsible for the
economic survival. The romni, the wife, is charged with the responsibility for the instruction of the children, the household
and cooking. Additionally, she often has to contribute to the income.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Rom /
Romni; Daj / Dad

The oldest son (or brother, baro phral) is expected to give his
earnings to his mother. Apart from this contribution to the family income he helps with the instruction of the younger siblings,
protects them and so on. He has the main responsibility for his
sisters and watches over their honor. Even after a sister's marriage these obligations continue, and his sister will normally
obey him.
The oldest sister (bari phen) very early (already at the age of
eight or nine) takes over a part of the mother's duties in the
household and in the children's education. As soon as the oldest

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Baro phral;
Bari phen
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daughter (or sister) is married and thus goes to live with her
husband's family, the daughter next in age takes over her duties.
The daughter-in-law (bori) becomes the "property" of the husband's family. She has to obey her mother-in-law who will assign her the most unpleasant and hardest chores. Still, the
daughters-in-law love their mothers-in-law like a second
mother. It is she who conveys the essential virtues of traditional
Roma society: being a modest wife, a good and responsible
mother, and a proper housewife respectful of the commands of
cleanness (clean = žužo).

Work and Professions
The Romany word for work, buti, originally meant only manual
labor. Except for the work of a blacksmith, manual work traditionally has a lower status for the Roma than the work of a musician or salesman: they do not "work" in the proper sense of
the word, they make music or do trade.
In traditional Roma societies only those professions were highly
valued that had as little as possible to do with manual work. Just
like in India, the profession determines the position within the
society's hierarchy. Most of the time, self-employment is preferred to being an employee; a high degree of flexibility has always been necessary, concerning both the place of work and the
means at their diposal.
Traditional Roma professions can be subdivided into three
categories:
1. craftsmanship (but craftsmanship, seen als skillfulness,
is not regarded as strictly manual work)
2. trading professions
3. pleasure and entertainment professions

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Family
& Social Structure » Bori
Ethnology and Groups » Beliefs
and Rituals » Žužo
→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions
→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Buti
→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Traditional
Professions

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Craft; Trading; Entertainment

Oftentimes all members of one group of Roma practice the
same profession, which is why the names of the different
groups often derive from the profession: Kalderaš / tinkers;
Lovara / horse dealers; Ursari / bear trainers; Sepečides / basket
makers etc.
The profession of the blacksmith is the oldest trade of the
Roma. Roma blacksmiths were highly valued and were originally working for the nobility and military. It was also the
Roma blacksmiths who contributed to the spreading of the
technique of cold forging in Europe.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Kovačis;
Coppersmiths

Aside from the metal-processing professions, also the craftsmanship of the spoon makers (Lingurari), the basket makers
and the trough makers (Balajara) were highly respected.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions » Basket Weavers
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With the help of very simple means, creativity and great skill,
items for everyday use were manufactured; the tools had to be
simple and easy to transport because the Roma were always
prepared for traveling on – be it for economic reasons or because of persecution.
Just like craftsmanship, trade was carried out as an itinerant activity. Particularly the rural population often had to rely on the
services of the Roma, because they didn't often have the opportunity to visit the urban markets. They bought – or exchanged
against food- products of daily need, such as haberdashery,
crafted products or services (tinkering, grinding scissors or knives,...). Collecting mushrooms and berries additionally pepped
up the income; and even in our age some Burgenland Roma, for
instance, earn a little extra money this way.
Grinding of scissors
Source: MAYERHOFER, CLAUDIA (1988) Dorfzigeuner, Vienna: Picus

Both traditional craftsmanship and trade have lost their importance nowadays. Many Lovara, for example, who were highly
respected horse dealers, turned to trading in carpets; furthermore second-hand dealing and street trading of new goods still
is an important source of income for many Roma. Particularly
in Southern Europe this "unofficial" trading is valued by the
population because the products can be bought at good value
and the trade is also tolerated by the authorities.
The pleasure and entertainment professions include musicians,
fairground performers, circus artistes, fortune tellers and bear
trainers. The Roma had already worked as entertainers in their
original Indian homeland, and they still work in this line of
business, even though their number continues to decrease.
Bear trainers can only be found occasionally in the Balkans
area; they have been severely criticized by animals' rights organizations because of their methods of making bears "dance".
In Germany, bear dancing was forbidden in the 1920s.

→ Rombase
Music » General Topics » Professional Musicians

Apart from the three groups mentioned above, there are professions in agriculture (day laborers, farmers) and begging, which
in some groups is regarded as a proper profession. Due to the
current situation in the ex-Eastern bloc countries, begging often
is the only way of maintaining a family.
In general, the Roma suffer from an unproportionally high unemployment rate in many European countries; in some countries the rate hits 80 to 90 %. In countries where the majority of
the population have difficulties in assuring their own life and
survival, it is even more difficult for the Roma to keep their
heads above the water with casual work and the usually modest
support of the government and non-profit making organizations.
9

→ Rombase
History and Politics » 1945 up
to the present » Current Situation

Even though there are groups of Roma who could adapt their
traditional professions – at least in related professions- to the
prevailing conditions and still preserve their independence and
cultural traditions, the majority of European Roma live under
conditions that barely assure their survival.
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History of the Roma
Origin
The origin of the Roma can be deduced mainly from their language, because historic sources of the past are rare and not always reliable; the Roma themselves, like most other peoples, do
not have a historiography.
There is no doubt that the Roma’s country of origin is India.
When comparing the Romani sentence mire bala kale hin to the
Hindi sentence "mere bal kale hain" (my hair is black) – Hindi
being a New-Indian language – the obvious linguistic relationship is a conclusive argument for India as country of origin.

→ Rombase1
History and Politics » From India to Europe » Origin of Roma

→ Rombase
Language » General » Origin
and Denomination

Why the Roma left India is up to speculations. Most probably
the exodus was a consequence of several factors together – such
as great hunger or the search for work.
Similarly, the exact time when the Roma left India is not
known; probably they arrived in Persia some time before the
10th century. A part of the Roma left Persia heading west, other
groups still live in the Near East.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe » Persia

Armenian loanwords in Romani give indication of a long stay in
Armenia; but it is also possible that the Roma came in contact
with the Armenian minority in the Byzantine Empire and thus
borrowed words from Armenian into Romani.
We know for sure that the Roma were staying in the Byzantine
Empire for quite a long time. Byzantine documents give indications on the professions carried out by the Roma at that time:
among others they were smiths, snake-charmers, basket and
sieve makers, animal trainers etc.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe » From Persia to
Armenia

The Greek influence on Romani is also very strong, so that a
relatively long stay of the Roma in the Byzantine Empire can be
deduced. While Persian and Armenian loans are mainly single
words, Greek influence extends to parts of grammar and sentence structure.
The time when the Roma left the Greek sphere of influence coincides with the splitting up of the up to then quite homogenous
Romani into different dialects.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe » Byzantium
Wanderings of the Roma
(see Appendix)
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Digression: Denomination
Already Byzantine sources call the Roma "Athinganoi" or
"(E)Giptoi". These two words are at the origin of German:
Zigeuner, Hungarian: cigany, Russian: cygan; Italian: zingari,
French: zigan (< athinganoi) or English: gypsy, French: gitan,
Spanish: gitano ... (< egiptoi).
"Athinganoi" can be interpreted in two different ways, "the untouchables" and "people who do not touch others" respectively.
The latter is more probable and refers to the ritual commands of
cleanness, which forbid touching something unclean and also
forbid close contact with "unclean", that is Non-Roma, people.
The term "(E)Giptoi" comes from the name of a big Roma settlement called Gype near Methoni on Peloponnese. Gype,
"small Egypt" was probably called that way because the Roma
living there were thought to be Egyptians because of their
looks.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Roma Groups

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Belief
and Rituals » Žužo

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe » Byzantium

"Zigeuner", "gypsies", "gitanes" etc. are terms with clearly
negative connotations – just think about "herumzigeunern"
(wandering around aimlessly with possibly bad intentions) or
"to gyp" – deceiving someone. This is why the ethnic name
Roma should be used when referring to this people.
Sinti ("German Roma") are Roma who have lived in Germanspeaking areas since the 15th century; Manouches is a term for
French Sinti, Cale are Spanish and Kale Finnish Roma (from
Romani kalo = black). Roma in England also call themselves
Romanichels.
As can be seen, Roma is an umbrella term for many groups who
live all over the world. The bigger groups form subgroups,
which have their own names. These names are oftentimes derived from their professions (like, for instance, the Kalderaš /
tinkers, or Lovara / horse traders) or from geographic names
(like, for instance, Ungrika-Roma / Hungarian Roma).

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Index of Roma
Groups

Non-Roma are called Gadže (Romani: Gadžo means both "NonRom" and "farmer") by the Roma, less often they are called
Gordža or Das (Old Indian "dasa" = slave). The Gadže or (Das,
Gordža) are always "the others", and this is not always meant in
a friendly way; after all, the history of the Roma up to the present day has been a history of persecution and discrimination by
the Gadže.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Gadžo / Das / Gor
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Arrival in Europe
One possible reason for the Roma’s further departure towards
the North is the threatening and partial conquest of the Byzantine Empire by the Turks. Even though the sparse written
sources cannot prove this, it can be assumed that the Roma settled down on the Balkans during the 2nd half of the 14th century at the latest.
In 1348, "dark-skinned strangers" were mentioned in documents
in Serbia, a bit later also in Moldavia, Valaky, and Bohemia.
There, the Roma were welcomed because of their skilled
craftsmanship. In Central Europe, however, people were afraid
of these "hideous and black" persons. Oftentimes the Roma
posed as pilgrims, in order to be treated in a friendly and hospitable way; also, they often carried letters of recommendation or
letters of safe conduct by ecclesiastical or secular rulers.
Still, they are spoken ill of: the Roma are accused of pickpocketing, their wives of fortune-telling and witchcraft; the Roma
are thought of as "untamed and immoral", "disorderly and dirty"
or, generally, as "useless". They are even said to bring epidemics, pest and droughts in their wake.2

Expulsion and "gypsy laws" from the 16th to 18th
century
During early new Era the attitude towards Roma was one of repulsion and expulsion. Numerous edicts against the "gypsies"
were to cause their disappearance – even at the cost of their
physical extinction. Letters of safe conduct were repealed, the
Roma were refused admission, and they were threatened with
drastic punishment if they returned. On the country boarders,
boards were put up that showed the punishment – whipping,
torture, the gallows – the gypsies would have to face if they entered the territory.
The accusation that they were spies for the Turks initiated the
first phase of "gypsy persecution" in the German Empire at the
beginning of the 16th century. Finally, all central and Western
European countries issued "anti-gypsy laws". In 1734, the Hessian land-grave offered a reward of 6 Reichstaler for each
gypsy captured alive, and half the amount for a dead one. Regular "gypsy hunts" ensued, where the Roma were hunted like
game from the villagers.
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Arrival of Roma in Central
Europe
Source: HANCOCK, IAN (2002)
We are the Romani people. Ame
sam e Rromane džene, Hatfield:
University of Hertfordshire
Press
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Also see Romani Patrin: Aus unserer Geschichte / Andar amari historija I-V, Journal 1/1998 to Journal 1/1999.
Download at http://romani.uni-graz.at/romani/patrin/index.de.shtml
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Policy of Assimilation under Maria-Theresia and
Joseph II.
The measures that were taken during the 16th to 18th century in
order to solve the "gypsy problem" did not, however, contribute
to the disappearance of the "gypsies". So, instead of trying to
get rid of the Roma, the state ordered a policy of assimilation in
the 18th century. Forerunner for this policy is Empress Maria
Theresia who tried to change the Roma into settled "new citizens" and "good Christian people". The wandering professions
and the ownership of horses and carriages is forbidden. The autonomous administration of justice is taken away from the socalled "Vojvoda" ("the upper ones of each Roma group"), and
the Roma were put under the control of the local jurisdiction.
In 1773 a decree forbid marriage between Roma, and simultaneously, mixed marriages were sponsored if the spouses could
produce a certificate proving they were leading a "proper", that
is Catholic, life. Many Roma children were taken away from
their parents and given to farmer families for "civilization" and
Christian education. Under Joseph II, 24 blows from a stick were intended for the use of "gypsy language".

Effects of Assimilation Policy
Similar measures for the "civilizing" of the Roma were taken in
the whole of Europe. As a consequence of those compulsory
measures many Roma chose to continue traveling; thus, they
were not as easily tangible for the authorities; Today, in Burgenland (Eastern Europe) the settling down and assimilation of
a great number of Roma is successful. However, the policy of
assimilation failed on the whole, and led to a series of "gypsyspecific" regulations during the 19th century, again aiming at
inhibiting the wandering professions. These measures cause the
destruction of the Roma way of life and their social structure,
and destroy the basis of their livelihood; misery and need follow.

European policies against Roma – 19th century to
1933
In Eastern Europe, particularly in Valachy and Moldavia, that is
in countries where the rulers and monasteries became obliged to
pay tribute to the Ottoman Empire and as a consequence demanded more and more taxes from the farmers, the Roma were
taken as bondsmen and slaves already in the 14th century, a situation that lasted well into the 19th century.
The liberation from slavery in the mid-19th century caused the
Roma to set off anew, partly towards Eastern and Southeastern
Europe, partly towards Central and Western Europe, and even4
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tually to North America, Mexico, South America and Australia.
This wave of immigration caused an intensification of the
measures against Roma. On the one hand, people hoped to prevent immigration, on the other the Roma were forced to settle
by means of "gypsy-specific regulations". Sanctions against
Roma were justified as "preventively combating crime", even if
there were no punishable offences.
Already by the end of the 19th century, the authorities tried to
register the Roma ("gypsy files"). Now, a "gypsy news service"
gets going a systematic registration. From 1920 onwards all
"gypsies" are registered, a register which served as the basis of
deprivation of rights, deportation and extinction of the Roma
after 1933.

The Extinction of the Roma
In 1935, the "Nürenberger Rassegesetze" (Race Laws) issued in
National Socialist Germany included the Roma as "racially inferior" and, as a result, the Roma lost all citizens´ rights, such as
the right to vote. In 1936, that is even before the "Anschluss" of
Austria to the German Reich, a "Zentralstelle zur Bekämpfung
des Zigeunerunwesens" (Office for the Battle against the Gypsy
Nuisance) is set up in Vienna. The "gypsy researcher" Robert
Ritter tries to prove that the criminal and anti-social behavior
the Roma are accused of is hereditary. Tobias Portschy, before
the "Anschluss" illegal National Socialist "Gauleiter" (Gau =
administrative district under the Nazis) of the Burgenland, and
later Vice-Gauleiter in Styria, publishes a "Denkschrift zur Zigeunerfrage"3 (Memorandum on the Gypsy Question) in 1938,
in which the Roma are called "grave diggers of the Nordic
blood" and "oriental pestilence carriers" (Portschy 1938: 1, 4).
As a consequence the Burgenland-Roma are forbidden to attend
school, the right to vote is taken away from them and they were
enlisted for forced labor.
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PORTSCHY, TOBIAS (1938) Die Zigeunerfrage. Denkschrift des Landeshauptmannes für das Burgenland, Eisenstadt
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The actions against the Roma in Burgenland were exemplary of
the ensuing destruction of the Roma in the German Reich. Also
in 1938, Heinrich Himmler announced "the resolution of the
gypsy question through the nature of that race". In the same
year, the first Roma are deported into concentration camps. According to the "Festsetzungserlass" (settlement order) by
Himmler and Heydrich the Roma are forbidden to leave their
place of residence; if they didn’t obey, they were immediately
sent into a concentration camp.
From 1939 onwards thousands of Roma are sent into collecting
– and work camps; because of the inhumane treatment and conditions beneath human dignity children and adults alike die
from epidemics, hunger and maltreatment. From collecting
camps, deportation to extinction camps, such as the "gypsy
camp" Auschwitz are possible any time.
The systematic murder of the Roma begins in 1941 with mass
executions in those areas of Eastern Europe and the Balkans
that were occupied by the National Socialists. In 1952 Hitler
ordered that all Roma living in the German Reich were to be
deported to Auschwitz in the so-called "Auschwitz-Erlass".
There, 13.700 Roma die from hunger, disease, epidemics and
medical experiments, 5.600 are gassed – and Auschwitz is only
one of numerous concentration camps in which Roma are dying.
The total number of murdered Roma in Europe is estimated at
250.000 to 500.000. At least 80 % of the 11.000 Austrian Roma
are murdered. After the war, the survivors are confronted not
only with the fact that they do not have families anymore; also
their flats and houses are destroyed, their property taken. Concerning her return from the concentration camp the Austrian
romni Ceija Stojka writes:
"Nobody was concerned about us, and why should they? They
claim to be occupied themselves, in 1938 the Germans entered
Austria and destroyed everything... Perhaps it would have been
better if we had stayed in Auschwitz, then they wouldn´t have
any difficulties..." (Stojka 2003, S.137)4
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Sinti and Roma prisoners linded
up for role call at the camp
Lackenbach, 1941 (Burgenland
[Austria]),
Quelle: ROMANI, ROSE (1992)
Den Rauch hatten wir täglich
vor Augen..., Heidelberg

Sidonie
Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel
Abschied von Sidonie and
material on the book
Antiziganismus

Dealing with the Roma after 1945
After 1945, the governments of many countries do not feel responsible for the crimes committed under National Socialist
rule, and their consequences. The social and political climate is
determined by prejudices, discrimination and racism against the
Roma. In 1948, Austria´s Interior Ministry even thinks about
expelling "foreign and stateless gypsies", knowing fully well
that due to their deportation and deprivation of rights most
Roma do not have any documents. At that time, there is no
question of reparations for the horrors they suffered or for the
destruction or dispossession of their belongings.5
In Eastern Europe the Roma are integrated into planned economy production; without concern for their own culture and language the Roma are perceived exclusively as a social problem.

Self-organization of the Roma
Against this background, the Roma begin to organize themselves on a national scale into organizations – at first in Western
Europe. The efforts of bringing the process of self-organization
and emancipation onto an international scale have their source
in France, and culminate in the foundation of the "International
Romani Congress" (RCI) in 1971. The war against social marginalization and the common fight for a positive future (Opre
Roma! Roma, rise!) is the professed goal of the 1st RCI conference in London. Gelem, gelem is declared as official hymn of
the Roma, the term "Roma" chosen as official (self)denomination, and a common flag is designed.
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Road of the Gypsies

Eventually, in and out of Europe further political organizations
of Roma are founded. The foundation of the "International
Roma Union" (RIU) as umbrella organization of national and
international interests in 1978 is an essential step for the future.
In the years and decades that follow, this organ manages to
make governments deal with Roma issues and to make progress
with lobby work for Roma. In 1779, the RIU as a non-stateorganization is admitted to the UN´s economic and social council.
In Eastern Europe, self-organization of the Roma begins only
after the collapse of the communist regime. National Romarepresentatives are integrated into the work of international
committees and thus are able to insist firmly upon their demands – recognition of the Roma as an ethnic and as a national
minority, sponsoring of cultural centers under selfadministration, representation on political committees etc.
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The question of reparations is discussed in the film Das falsche Wort. (Germany 1987); see Literatur, Filme und
Links
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On the occasion of the 5th and up to now last International
Roma Congress in Prague in the year 2000, the Roma Parliament is founded, which shall determine the line of internal and
international politics of the "International Roma Union".
Apart from the RIU there is a second international umbrella organization, the Roma National Congress (RNC). Cooperation
between these two organizations should be intensified according to the decision taken on the occasion of the 1st sitting of the
Roma parliament in 2001, in order to fight more effectively for
the interests of the Roma.
Even though the foundation of Roma organizations and their
mergers into umbrella organizations has made it possible for
Roma to play a part in political processes, there is still "a long
way ahead of the "Romani-movement": existing political and
social opposition has to be overcome, internal potential for conflicts eliminated, a common political line found, and democratic
structures within their organizations of representation established, in order to lastingly earn the Roma the desired social
status, the called-for minority rights and adequate political influence."6

Present Situation
According to serious estimation, the total number of Roma in
Europe amounts to 8-10 million, Romania and Slovakia showing the highest share of Roma in the population (about 10%);
The Roma together are the biggest ethnic and linguistic minority in Europe; but wherever they live, they are minorities and
live on the fringes of society.
The Roma are by no means a homogenous ethnic; rather, they
are put together by many small groups with different life styles
and different dialects.
There are quite assimilated groups of Roma, and there are also
Roma whose social structure and traditions are still intact. Over
the past few years a tendency towards re-collection of their own
values could be noticed – even with the assimilated groups; the
"being Roma" (Romanipe) has become desirable again. Keeping
up their culture and traditions has become as important as gaining political and social recognition for many Roma.
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Of course there are Roma who have wealth, and social recognition, who are successful business people, renowned artists or
scientists; their share, however, is (still) very small. The biggest
part of Roma, particularly in Eastern- and Southeastern Europe,
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live in great poverty. The unemployment rate of Roma is many
times higher than with the majority population, the level of education correspondingly low. If the first priority is assuring dayto-day survival, education is mostly not a primary concern.
Additionally, ostracism at school is a problem: Roma children
are still all too often shunt off to schools for children with learning difficulties (Sonderschule), some because of their lacking
knowledge of the majority language, more often however simply because of their ethnic affiliation and the correspondingly
low social status. Prejudices, discrimination and a newlyinflamed racism make the situation worse. If appropriate initiatives are made (such as the study aid of the "Verein Roma" /
Oberwart and in the "Romano Centro" / Vienna) the level of
education rises immediately. It is necessary to start here, to
break the vicious circle of lacking education and ensuing ostracism.

Study aid in Oberwart, 2000
Verein "Romano Centro"

Meanwhile, the Roma managed to establish political representation; in Hungary, for instance, several Roma were elected mayors. A well-developed network of organizations (particularly in
Western Europe) helps to make the general public aware of the
interests of the Roma. These interests mainly concern political
and social recognition, preservation of language and culture,
better access to the labor market, gradual elimination of the majority population´s prejudices, but also "self-evident" demands,
like being supplied with water and electricity in their settlements.
There is no question of real political influence, but these are
important partial successes. European policies which apply minority rights and anti-discrimination laws are now needed, as
well as Roma who act in concert in order to fulfill the hope expressed in the hymn of the Roma:
...Ake vriama, usti Rom akana, men khutasa misto kai kerasa. A
Romale, a Chavale! – "It is time now for us Roma to rise, we
will rise high if we act. A Romale, a Chavale!"
(from: Gelem, gelem, lyrics by Jarko Jovanovic to a traditional
melody 7).
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There are two versions of the hymn Gelem, Gelem on the CDs Road of the Gypsies (CD 1, Nr. 4: Szelem, szelem
CD 2, Nr. 10: Gelem, gelem)
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Language
Language & Denomination
The language of the Roma, Romani čhib, is called either Romani or Romanes (pronounced Románi and Romanés respectively).The varieties of the Sinti, however, form an exception:
they are called Rómanes or Sintitíkes. The Sinti are those Roma
who came into the Germanic speaking area at a very early
stage; nowadays they are mostly living in Western Europe. The
term Calé refers to the language of those groups who have been
living on the Iberian Peninsula for a long time, Kale to the
Roma in Finland.
Romani, just like most European languages, belongs to the family of the Indo-European2 languages. Within this very large
group, vocabulary and grammar show similarities to Indo-Arian
languages such as Hindi. Romani is the only Indo-Arian language whose speakers live exclusively outside of the Indian
subcontinent and which has been spoken in Europe since the
Middle Ages.
Because of this linguistic affiliation, it is safe to assume that the
Roma' origin is India; in general, the developments and changes
within Romani are the most important clues for the reconstruction of the Roma' migrations over.
The Roma's emigration from India caused the language to split
off from the other Indo-Arian languages. It developed into a
distinct language called proto-Romani, which is the source of
all Romani dialects existing today. Proto-Romani was probably
spoken in Asia Minor in the 11th and 12th century: the Iranian
and Armenian influence dates from this period.The strongest
influence, however, has been the Greek language: not only vocabulary but also parts of the grammar and sentence structures
show this influence.

1
2
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Indo-European languages
(chart) (see Appendix)

Romani
jekh, duj, trin, ...
daj, dad
bokh
thud
va, vast
ambrol
baxt
phurt
dudum
grast
efta, oxto, enja
zumi
ora
papin
etc.

Origin
Indian
Indian
Indian
Indian
Indian
Iranian
Iranian
Iranian
Armenian
Armenian
Greek
Greek
Greek
Greek

one, two, three
mother, father
hunger
milk
hand
pear
luck
bridge
pumpkin
horse
Seven, eight, nine
soup
hour
duck

The inherited lexicon common to all Romani languages includes Indian, Iranina, Armenian and Byzantine-Greek
words.

The decline of the Byzantine empire caused the Roma to move
from Greece over the Balkans to Eastern Europe (Valaky and
Moldavia) or Central- and Western Europe in the 12th and 13th
century. This caused a splitting of early Romani: the various
Romani dialects most probably came into existence in the 15th
and 16th century due to the influence of the various languages
the Roma came into contact with, such as Turkish, Romanian,
Hungarian, Slavic and German. Earliest linguistic evidence,
short sentences and word lists, date from the mid-16th to the
mid-17th century and represent dialects from Western and
Southern Europe and the Balkans. Those sources show dialectal
variations quite similar to the contemporary ones.
Romani can be divided into seven big dialectal groups: Balkan-,
Vlach-, Central, Northeaster, Northwestern, British and Iberian
dialects. Central dialects are spoken from Southern Poland to
Hungary and from Upper Austria to the Ukraine, Balkan dialects in the Balkans and in Turkey. Vlach refers to dialects
which show a strong Romanian influence, since its speakers
once lived as bondsman and slaves in Mentenia and Oltenia.
Northeastern dialects are found in Latvia, Poland and in the
north of Russia. Northeastern dialects are spoken in Finland,
and by the Sinte-Manuš in Germany, France, Italy etc. British
and Iberian dialects are spoken on the British Isles and in Spain
respectively.

2
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Digression: borrowings
Just like any other language, Romani borrows words from other
languages. This is nothing exceptional; remarkable is the fact
that it borrowed and is still borrowing from an extremely great
number of often very different languages.
The reasons for borrowings are manifold, the most obvious reason being the necessity of finding words for things that are new.
Burgenland-Romani, for instance, added car as auteri (from
German "Auto") and TV set as fernseheri (from German "Fernseher") into their dictionaries.
An other reason is the fact that things or facts were not relevant
for the Roma and thus never got named in their own language.
For instance, the Roma had never been farmers, and many expressions from this semantic field were borrowed when the
Roma came in contact with farmers because of their activities
as musicians and craftsman. Connected to this are loanwords
for differentiations that, up to a certain moment, were not necessary for the Roma. Thus, Saturday may have been borrowed
from Southern Slavic savato or sabato; because this was the
day when the markets were being held and, as a consequence, a
day of great importance for the business of the Roma.
Borrowing does not mean that a word is taken over without
change; rather, it is adapted in order to fit in with the existing
linguistic structures; for instance, nouns must be declinable according to Romani systems, verbs conjugateable etc. Serbocroatian "pisati", for example, becomes pisinel/writing in Burgenland-Romani.
Some dialects differentiate loanwords from inherited words
through a difference in pronunciation: in Kalderaš-Romani, inherited words are stressed on the last syllable, whereas loanwords are stressed on the one-but-last syllable; compare, for instance the Indian inherited word bakró/sheep to trásta/bag, a
Romanian loan.
To sum up, it can be said that Romani borrows words and –
more rarely- grammatical and syntactical structures, that is
structures concerning the construction of sentences, if it is useful or necessary. Similarly, new words are invented if required.
Romani is, however, not a language that only borrows. German
special or secret languages, such as Jenisch or Rotwelsch, comprise, due to professional and social contact, more than 100
Romani words; colloquial German only has very few Romani
words, such as Zaster / money (< rom. saster or sastro / iron) or
Bock / interest (< rom. bokh / hunger). The same is true for special or secret languages like slang or colloquial languages; due
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to a different extent of contact, colloquial Hungarian or Romanian have a higher share of Romani words than colloquial German (ref. Matras 19983 and Matras 2002:249f.4).

Phonology
The sounds of Romani comprise the five cardinal vowels /i, e, a,
o, u/ and additional vowels which have been taken over from
languages that Romani came into contact with, such as rounded
vowels, so called "Umlaute" (from Turkish, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Polish, Russian etc.).

→ Rombase
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The consonant system – contrary to the other European languages- contains aspirated voiceless plosives /ph, th, kh/ of Indian origin, which make a difference in meaning, e.g. perav / I
am falling : pherav / I am filling, tav! / cook! : thav / thread,
ker! / do! : kher / house.
Some dialects also have an aspirated /čh/, for instance in čor /
thief : čhor / pour!, or two variations of "r" (alveolar and uvular r),
e.g.bar / garden : bař / stone

Nouns
The Romani language has two genders, masculine and feminine; except for natural gender (o dad / the father, i daj / the
mother) this gender does not necessarily correspond to the gender of words in other languages; also, there in no neuter.

→ Rombase
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Not all dialects still have all of the altogether eight cases (nominative, accusative, dative, locative, ablative, instrumental case,
possessive case and vocative). Just like in many other languages
speakers tend to replace cases by using prepositions:
e.g. kherestar / out of the house is replaced by andar o kher
(andar = out of, o = masculine article, kher = nominative of
'house').
Romani Case Endings
(hereditary words: dad / father, daj / mother)
masc.sgl.
fem. sgl. pl. masc. &
Accusative/Oblatuus dad-es
daj-a
dad/daj-en
Dative
dad -es-ke
daj -a-ke dad/daj -enLokative
dad -es-te
daj -a-te
dad/daj -enAblative
dad -es-tar daj -a-tar dad/daj -en-
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Instrumental dad -es-(s)a
case
bzw. dad–eha
Possessive dad -es-kero
case
bzw. dad -eskro –es-ko

dar
daj -a-sa bzw. dad/daj -en-ca
daj –a-ha
daj -a-kero
bzw. daj-akro, –a-ko

dad/daj -en-gero
bzw. dad/daj –
en-gro, -en-go

The vocative (direct address, e.g. phrala! / Brother!) is not included in this chart because it varies strongly and only exists in
a few fossilized forms in the various dialects.
"Animate" is a Romani category which can be seen only in the
accusative form. "Animate" are people and (bigger) animals,
"inanimate", small animals, plants, and things. The concept of
"animate" cannot be taken literally; even inanimate objects can
be marked as animate under certain circumstances.
In fairy tales, for instance, a stone which is crying because of
the heroine's fate can be marked as animate by using the
Obliquus (similar to the accusative):
Dikhav o bar. / I see the stone (inanimate) but:
Dikhav le bares, rol. / I see the stone, who is crying. (animate)

Verbs
Romani verbs generally express activities or events; who or
what is involved in these activities or events can be seen from
the use of the verb; contrary to German or English, for instance,
there is no need of explicitly stating a personal pronoun:
ker-av / I do, ker-es / you do, ker-el / he does etc.
The infinitive which still existed in Sanskrit is no longer used in
Romani. As a "substitution" a subordinate clause construction is used:
te džal / to go (literally "that he/she goes"), te čumidel / to kiss,
in other dialects also te džan, te čumiden etc.
"To be" shows a broad spectrum of dialectal varieties:
Rómanes
hom
hal
hi
ham
han
hi
Burgenland som
sal
hi
sam
san
hi
R.
Kalderaš
sîm
san
sî
sam
san
sî
R.
Bugurdži s(i)jom sjan
si
sjam
sjen
si
R.
Sepečides isinóm isinán isí isinám isinén isí
R.
I am
you (s)he we are you they
are
is
are
are
"to have" is expressed by the personal pronoun in the accusative
case and "to be":
5
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man hi / I have (literally: "me is"), tut hi / you have, le hi /he
has etc.
→ Rombase
Language » Sociolinguistics

Language Use
There is no reliable data about the number of people speaking
Romani; in Europe alone, estimations tend towards 4,6 million
speakers. In Romania more than 1 million Roma still master
their language (that is, 90 % of all Romanian Roma), whereas in
the Czech Republic only 140.000 (or 50%), and in Austria an
estimated 20.000 (or 80%) are competent speakers.
All adult Roma are at least bilingual (Romani and the language
of the country they live in), often they can speak even more
languages. In Burgenland, for instance, being able to speak 3 to
4 languages was the norm between world war I and II; In accordance with Burgenland's ethnic groups, German, Burgenland-Romani, Croatian and Hungarian were part of the linguistic repertoire of the local Roma.
Romani is a primarily oral language and is mainly used groupinternal and in a private context. Because of persecution and
murder of a big part of the grandparent generation, so important
for the preservation of culture, but also as a consequence of
globalization and a lack of official support, the number of
speakers of Romani continues to decrease. Nowadays, speaking
Romani is seen as an obstacle in the way of successful integration.
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Breton
Irish
Scottish
Welsh

Celtic

† Latin

Greek

French
Italian
Katalan
Portugese
Provencal
Rätoromance
Rumanian
Spanish
etc.

Italic

Danish
Dutch
English
Frisian
German
Icelandic
Norvegian
Swedish
etc.

Germanic

Slavic

Armenian

Bulgarian
Czech
Croatian
Polish
Russian
Serbian
Slovenian
Slovak
etc.

Albanian

Latvian
Lithuanian
† Prussian

Baltic

BaltoSlavic

Belutschi
Dari
Farsi
Kurdi
Kurmanji
Mazandarani
Pashtu
Tajiki
etc.

† Avestian

Iranian

Anatolian †

Sindhi
etc.

ROMANI

Bengali
Gujarati
Hindi
Kashmiri
Maharati
Panjabi

† Prakrit

† Sanskrit

Indo-Aryan

Indo- Tocharic †
Iranian
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Music
The music of the Roma1 is varied to such an extent that we cannot really talk about a Roma music. Their music is just as heterogeneous as the individual groups of Roma. The wealth of the
musical styles and genres is a consequence of various factors:
functional criteria play an important role, just like the various
regional and cultural influences coming from neighboring peoples, as well as which groups the musicians belong to.
Contrary to the Roma language, whose dialects have a common
basis, a common denominator of Roma music cannot really be
found. The only thing that could be said is that "The moment a
Gypsy performs a non-gypsy tune that tune [...] becomes a
Gypsy tune" (Pettan 1992:244)2. This indeed very broad definition of Roma music comprises not only the music originally
played by the Roma, but also interpretations of folk songs and
folk-pop songs. This creativity of the musicians who do not
simply play an existing tune but "re-compose" it by spontaneously rearranging it, is a characteristic feature of probably all
Roma music.

Significance and Functions of Roma Music
In the life of many groups of Roma, music plays an important
and living role: on the one hand within the family or group, during celebrations, spontaneous get-togethers or other occasions,
on the other as a means of earning money. Contrary to common
belief, the Roma do not have music "in their blood" more than
other peoples, but music usually plays an essential role in the
social life of Roma communities; moreover, the profession of
musician has over decades been a possibility to assure existence
and a certain acceptance for members of a minority group. The
Roma's musical socialization usually takes place within the
family; the children acquire a repertoire already at a very early
age thanks to listening and imitating. Many famous Roma musicians never learnt to read notes, and they also compose by ear.

1

Roma in Velka Lomnica (Slowakei), 2002
Source: Rombase / Barbara
Schrammel

This Article is, apart form Rombase, based on: FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE (1999) Musik der Roma. Zur aktuellen Quellenlage und zum Stand der Forschung, in: HALWACHS, DIETER W. / MENZ, FLORIAN (eds.) Die Sprache der
Roma. Perspektiven der Romani-Forschung in Österreich im interdisziplinären und internationalen Kontext, Klagenfurt: Drava, p. 61-94.
2
See PETTAN, SVANIBOR H. (ed.) (1992) Gypsy Music in Kosovo: Interaction and Creativity, University of Maryland: Dissertation. Cited according to FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE (1999) p.79.
1

Music as a profession
Professional musicians usually have a broad, oftentimes multiethnic repertoire at their disposal and, apart from their own
songs, interpret popular folk songs and pop songs, as well as the
specific music of different ethnic groups and "hits" from jazz
and pop music.
Roma musicians were – and are – employed for dance and entertainment at marriages and parties; in addition, there is also
customs-related music played on the occasion of religious
ceremonies, such as the slava, baptism, circumcision festivities
and other customary activities for the own or other ethnic
groups.

→ Rombase3
Ethnology and Groups » Celebrations » Slava (Family Feast)

For instance, it was a custom in Burgenland (Eastern Austria)
for the Roma to go from house to house and, in exchange for a
tip or payment in kind, play the lead for Christmas and New
Year Singing. Thus, the Roma can perfectly well be called carriers and preservers of regional and national folk music.
For the Roma, music as a profession is an exclusively male domain; if women make music, it is solely as singers. Female professional musicians were only needed when ceremonies were
celebrated by women and men separately, as it was customary
for the Muslim population in Turkey and on the Balkans until
recently; for women’s celebrations, female musicians were employed, and accompanied themselves on the drums.

Roma marriage (Bgld.), approx.
1930
Source: Burgenländisches Landesmuseum

Group-internal music
Professional music and music played within the group cannot
be completely separated. Dance tunes and music for entertainment, and customs-related music is played mainly for the
Gadže; in addition to this primarily instrumental professional
music, there is also an exclusively group-internal vocal tradition, presented by lays. These songs are an integral part of the
families’ daily life, and include lyrical and narrative songs,
dance tunes, lullabies, plaintive songs and songs for special
holidays; however, not all of the genres mentioned above are
sung by all Roma groups.
The traditional songs of the Lovara and other Vlach Roma living in the Hungarian language area can be taken as an example.
Originally sung without instrumental accompaniment, these traditional slow songs (loke gjila, pl. or mesaljake gjila, pl. = table
songs) and dance tunes (khelimaske gjila, pl.) of the Austrian

3

→ Rombase: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase

2

Romane ģila
→ Rombase
Music » Genres » Music of the
Vlach Roma; Khelimaski gjili;
Loki Gjili
Kodo phende e Romora …

Lovara4 have only been presented to a Gadže public for approximately 15 years.
Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos, who performs with her family ensemble
in a modern instrumentation (with guitars, e-bass, drums and
percussion), and Ceija Stojka are famous Austrian female interpreters of this vocal traditions. Both singers interpret the traditional Lovara songs as well as neve gjila, "new songs", which
reflect influences from pop, jazz and Latin American music.

→ Rombase
Personalities » The Stojkas ;
Nikolić-Lakatos, Ruža

Since the end of the 1970ies, a modern Vlach style has developed also in Hungary. Traditional melodies and accompaniment
techniques (snapping one’s fingers, mouthbass, milk jugs etc.)
are blended with singing in harmony, guitars and mandolins.
This modern Vlach style was initiated by the Budapest band
Kalyi Jag ("Black Fire"); many professional ensembles such as
Ando Drom (Road of the Gypsies, CD 1/no. 3 and CD 2/no. 5)
followed their lead and acquired international renown.

→ Rombase
Music » Countries » Hungary
Music » Typical Instruments »
Bumbázi (Oral Bass)

Genres and Instrumentalization

→ Rombase
Music » Genres » Gypsy music
– cigányzene; Flamenco
Music » Countries » Hungary

Hungarian "gypsy music", "gypsy" jazz and Sinti swing in
Django Reinhardts wake, as well as the Spanish "gitanos'" Flamenco feature among the best known types of Roma music internationally. Additionally, there are several typically Roma instrumental ensembles; most professional musicians play at
dances and for entertainment, but also at religious celebrations
of the majority population or neighboring ethnic groups.
Among these instrumental ensembles feature:
Davul-Zurna on the Balkans and in Turkey
the Kumpaneia on the Greek mainland (common instrumentalization: clarinet, violin, lute, dulcimer, cup and frame
drums)
the Romanian Taraf ("gypsy ensemble" with violin, cymbals, bass, accordion, singing; in earlier times also panpipes
and lute)
the Tambura orchestra in Serbia and Croatia (instrumentalization: plucked long necked lutes of different sizes, and,
possibly, a violin)
the Southern Serbian Pleh Muzika (brass band) and
the Čalgija (oftentimes with clarinet, saxophone, accordion,
long necked lute, cup drums, frame drums, synthesizer, percussion and others) in Macedonia and Kosovo

4

http://www.amritait.com/kalyi_jag/
Road of the Gypsies

→ Rombase
Music » Typical Instruments »
Davul / Zurna (Drum / Shawm)
Road of the Gypsies

Gypsy Orchestra in Burgenland
Source: Verein Roma

On the music of the Austrian Roma see also: FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS, DIETER W. / HEINMOZES (1996) Sprache und Musik der österreichischen Roma und Sinti. In: HALWACHS, DIETER W. (ed.)
Romani 1 (= Grazer Linguistische Studien 46), p.61-110. download at http://romani.unigraz.at/romani/publ/gls.de.shtml
SCHINK,

3

Hungarian "gypsy music" is a typical example of light music,
primarily played for a Gadže audience. It is folkloristic, Hungarian music, shaped by the Roma's way to play, which became
famous beyond the bounds of Hungary. Magyar nota (folkloristic Hungarian composed songs), csárdas and halgato belong to
the typical repertoire of "gypsy bands" with violins, cymbal,
clarinet and double bass.

→ Rombase
Music » Genres » Csárdas;
Hallgató

Also the Flamenco (Road of the Gypsies, CD 1/ No. 1 and CD
2/ No. 7), originally without accompaniment or accompanied
only by clapping or rhythm instruments, became a professionally performed music in the time of the "cafés cantantes" (during 1840 and 1910), when "gitano" musicians and dancers performed for payment. Its main elements traditionally are singing,
dance, and accompaniment by guitar. Since the 1960ies, the
Flamenco has changed: the "flamenco nuevo" combines Flamenco elements with elements of pop music, Latin American
music, Arabian and African music and – in the wake of Paco de
Lucía’s interpretation – also elements from jazz, salsa and
Bossa Nova.
Nowadays, Flamenco mainly is a sort of music (with dance accompaniment) which finds big audiences on stage or in concert
halls. By far not all Flamenco interpreters are Roma, but among
the Roma there are many of the most important Flamenco artists, such as La Nina de los Peines, Ramón Montoya and many
others.

http://www.flamenco-seiten.de/
Road of the Gypsies

"Gypsy jazz" is the domain of the Sinti (and Manouches). It ties
on to the legendary Django Reinhardt's style, who founded the
Sinti swing in the 30ies with his "Quintette du Hot Club de
France". His music with the traditional instrumentalization, lead
guitar, two rhythm guitars, violin and bass, was formative for a
sort of music which has been discovered as "gypsy music" by a
broad public since the 1960ies. Sinti swing not only fulfills the
function of concert music for a Gadže audience, but has also
turned into an integral part of the Sinti's everyday culture.
Famous interpreters of Sinti swing are, among others, Schnuckenack Reinhardt (Road of the Gypsies, CD 2/No. 11), Häns'che
Weiss, Titi Winterstein (Road of the Gypsies, CD 1/No. 14)
and, in Austria, Zipflo Weinreich.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Reinhardt,
Django
Road of the Gypsies

"Zipflo Weinrich", 1998
Source: http://www.fotoheinz.com

Musical influences and Roma-specific elements
The different kinds of Roma music are mainly interpreted by
Roma (or Sinti), but it is also taken over by Non-Roma. In so
far, musical influencing was mutual: Roma music had an invigorating effect on Gadže music – and also, and perhaps particularly, on the lately very modern world music -, inspiring and
4

Schun, so me phukavav ...

broadening the repertoire. At the same time, Roma music features elements from the surrounding musical traditions. For instance, the songs of the Burgenland Roma (Schun, so me phukavav...) include elements from Hungarian folk music; the Flamenco is, apart from modern elements (see above), influenced by
Spanish and Moorish music, etc.
This influence concerns structural components like the melodic
structure, the underlying scales and rhythmic. Songs of the
Slovenian Roma use the major scales, songs of the Serbian Vlach
Roma on the contrary use "modal" scales, and songs of the Roma
in Macedonia and Southern Serbia oftentimes use the "phrygic"
scale. Typical of the Balkans region are additive, asymmetric
rhythms and syllabic melodies, but also long, arching lines of
melody (in free rhythm, with melodic ornament), which speak of
a Turkish influence (Fennesz-Juhasz et al. 2003:323ff)5. Depending on the cultural sphere of influence, the Roma’s music is always shaped by the music of their neighbors.

Oh romnije zelenije ...

At the same time, also some features that are characteristic of
Roma music can be found. These include the spontaneous rearrangement of given forms as well as elements of interpretation.
In the vocal, Parlando-Rubato-performances and the varying arrangement of the melody, oftentimes connected with certain ornaments, may be cited; concerning voices, typical elements are
forceful intonations with slurred notes, "pre-beats", and notes and
vibrati sung "too high" or "too low".
Apart form these elements of arrangement, the dealing with music
in general can be called Roma-specific. Music is not something
established, static, but always improvised. It is a living part of everyday culture, and created anew at the moment of performance
with a lot of creativity, open for everything new. "The strong interest for innovation and its easy integration into musical practice
may be a reason why the Roma do not have folkloristic fostering
of tradition for its own sake. All the time [...] recent influences
from popular music, combined with traditional elements, are integrated into the different musical cultures of the Roma. Whether
with these new popular styles or with the surviving traditional
styles: Roma music will surely continue in its extraordinary diversity." (Fennesz-Juhasz 1999:79)6

5

For details see: FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE (2003) Märchen und Lieder mittel- und südosteuropäischer Roma.
Musikalische Charakteristika, in: FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / CECH, PETRA / HALWACHS, DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (eds.) Die schlaue Romni / E bengali Romni. Märchen und Lieder der Roma, Klagenfurt: Drava.
(see Die schlaue Romni)
6
FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE (1999) Musik der Roma. Zur aktuellen Quellenlage und zum Stand der Forschung,
in: HALWACHS, DIETER W. / MENZ, FLORIAN (eds.) Die Sprache der Roma. Perspektiven der Romani-Forschung in
Österreich im interdisziplinären und internationalen Kontext, Klagenfurt: Drava, p. 61-94.
5
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Personalities

Roma Personalities
The history of the Roma presents itself for long stretches as a
history of persecution, discrimination and marginalization.
Even today, the Roma live on the fringe of society in most
European (and not only European) countries. Notwithstanding,
we must not forget the Roma's contribution to Europe's cultural
life. It is really astonishing that – in spite of this marginalization
– there are so many artists and outstanding personalities among
the Roma; many of them are not generally known, but only
within their group. Even more so, a closer look can be rewarding: apart from the particular artistic achievements, the artists'
biographies probably tell more about the life, history and culture of the Roma than any school book. They might help to find
an access to this culture, and to put straight preconceived, oftentimes one-dimensional and distorted, notions. Acknowledging
the Roma not as a minority only, but as a natural part of our society would be a great step towards real integration.
Note: Here, only a few Roma personalities can be mentioned.
Details and more biographies can be found in Rombase. Generally, the Internet is a suitable means of research, because in the
course of the search interesting homepages will be found and
information about the Roma acquired "incidentally". In this regard, however, it is necessary to take a critical stance towards
this information, because many half-truths and false statements
can be found on the Internet; when in doubt, stick to the suggested links.

→ Pedagogics2
Literature, Films and Links
→ Rombase
Music

Music
Most of the personalities also known to a Gadže (Non-Roma)
audience, are musicians 3. The reason for this is the fact that
making music has a long tradition among the Roma, and also
because Roma music is generally perceived in a positive way
also by Non-Roma, and highly valued.

1

→ Rombase: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase
→ Pedagogics: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase/ped/index.en.html
3
When talking about Roma musicians (male and female), it has to be explained that women performed publicly
mainly as singers; apart from that, music is a male domain.
2

1

The common denominator of almost all Roma musicians is the
fact that they were already born into a musical family tradition,
could not read or write notes and got their musical education by
their family – through imitation and a lot of training. Almost all
Roma musicians can play several instruments.
Cinková Panna (approx. 1711-1772) certainly was an exceptional case not only because of her musical talent: also the fact
that she, a woman, a Romni, performed publicly at that time, is
more than unusual. Born in Gemer in today's Southeast Slovakia, she already surprised her family and neighbors at the age of
nine with her virtuous violin play. She had her own "gypsy
band", and was – already in her lifetime – in demand with the
Hungarian aristocracy; she even performed before MariaTheresia. Apart from interpretations of folk music and dance
tunes, she also played her own compositions. It is to her that the
annual folk music festival in Gemer was named: the Cinka
Panna Festival.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Cinková, Panna

Also Janoš Bihari (1764-1825/27?) and Pista Dankó (18581903) are celebrities among the Roma musicians. Janoš Bihari
was a Hungarian Rom, a violin virtuoso, composer and band
leader. He could fall back upon a great and varied repertoire,
and played Hungarian, Czech, German, Scottish and French
dances, quadrilles and minuets with his band. Franz Liszt was,
among others, his admirer. Bihary was very much in demand;
he had performances all over the Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy, among others he played before the Congress of Vienna.
Renowned in his life-time, he still is an issue in European history of music.

→ Rombse
Personalities » Bihari, Janoš

Like Janoš Bihari, Pista Dankó was a musician, composer and
band leader. Born in Szeged, he started composing songs at the
age of 21; then he set approximately 400 poems to music. Pista
Dankó was on of the best interpreters of Hungarian folk music;
he impressed Beethoven, Liszt, Smetana, Dvořák and Brahms
with his music. Even though he was known among artists in his
life-time, he reached true popularity only after his death; Today,
a statue in Szeged, on the banks of the river Tizsa, is a reminder
of him.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Pista, Dankó

Jožka Kubík (1907-1978) came from a family of musicians in
Southeast Moravia. He was a violinist and at the age of 15 already led a well-known Roma ensemble. Later, he integrated
the cymbals, typical of Roma music, into his violin- and viola
ensembles, later also the C-clarinet. With a lot of luck and
thanks to his celebrity he eluded his relatives' fate, the deportation into concentration camps. After the war, he continued to
lead his ensemble (apart from various jobs in the industry), until
he started selling his instruments (which he not only owned but
also played) one after the other because of an illness; his last
Jožka Kubík (1907-1978)
2

performance was on the occasion of his 70th birthday. A black
asteroid orbiting Mars and Jupiter is named for him – "Jozkakubik.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Kubík, Jožka

Jean Baptiste "Django" Reinhardt (1910-1953), the founder
and best-known representative of Sinti jazz was born as a son of
traveling Manouches in Belgium. His father, a violinist, led a
"gypsy band", and his siblings were musicians, too. At first
Django played the violin, then the banjo; in 1928 he lost two
fingers of his left hand and (notwithstanding) started playing the
guitar. With the advent of jazz in the 1920ies he founded the
ensemble "Quintette du Hot Club de France" in 1934, with an
unusual instrumentation: (at first) without drums, but with a
violin, a double-bass and two rhythm guitars; the violinist was
world-famous Stephane Grapelli. Django Reinhardt played with
the leading lights of the American jazz scene, with Louis Armstrong, as well as with Duke Ellington or Benny Carter. Even
after his death in 1953 Django Reinhardt was an idol for jazz
musicians. A lot of Sinti groups kept and worked with the body
of sound of the "Hot Club de France" for a long time.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Reinhardt,
Django

Věra Bílá is the Czech Republic's most famous contemporary
Roma singer. She also comes from a family of musicians. She
had her first performances already at the age of eight, in the
course of family parties, marriages and celebrations; since 1994
she has performed in the whole of Europe, in the United States
and in Japan together with her band "Kale" (kalo = black).
Apart from her own Rompop compositions, for which she also
writes the lyrics herself, she interprets traditional songs of the
Czech and Slovakian Roma.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Bílá, Věra

The Lovarica Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos was born in 1945 and
raised in Pápa, a small town near Győr (Hungary). In the course
of the Hungary Uprising in 1956 the Lakatos family fled to
Austria. In Vienna she met her husband Mišo Nikolić; accompanied by him and their sons Mischa and Sascha she sings traditional slow songs (loke gjila) and dance tunes (khelimaske gjila)
of the Lovara as well as compositions by Mišo Nikolić; the ensemble "Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos & The Gypsy Family" is today
known far beyond the boarders of Austria.
As "ambassador" of the Roma Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos wants to
use her musical repertoire in order to make the population
aware of her people, and wants to pass on the traditional songs
of the Lovara to the younger generations.
Mišo Nikolić, born in 1940 as a son of traveling Roma in Yugoslavia, is a musician, composer and author of two autobio-

4

Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos (Mariazell [Styria]/Austria), 2001
→ Rombase
Personalities » Nikolić-Lakatos,
Ruža

MIŠO NIKOLIĆ (2000) ... und dann zogen wir weiter. Lebenslinien einer Roma-Familie, Klagenfurt: Drava (see
and Mišo Nikolić (2000) Landfahrer, Klagenfurt: Drava.
3

)

slavia, is a musician, composer and author of two autobiographical books.4

→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Music
Romane Gila

Harri Stojka was born in 1957 in Vienna; he is a jazz musician
and composer. He had his first public performances in 1970; in
the mid-70ies he founded the "Harri-Stojka-Express". The
break-through of his career was a concert in Vienna's Praterstadion in 1980; ever since, he has recorded records and CDs, and
he has played with the leading lights of international music industry. But Harri Stojka also devotes particular attention to the
traditional music of the Roma ("Harri Stojka & Gitancoeur",
"Harri Stojka & Gypsysoul ").

http://www.harristojka.com/
→ Rombase
Personalities » The Stojkas

Zipflo Weinreich, born in 1964 in Austria, is a representative
of the Sinti jazz. Trained by his grandfather, he already performed as a youth together with his father Joschi Weinreich and
other family members, and also had performances with Harri
Stojka.
We could not mention numerous other great musicians, such as
Titi Winterstein, Zipflo Reinhardt, Schnukenach Reinhardt,
Hanschen Weiss in Django Reinhardt's wake; in random order
we would also like to mention the Romanian "Gypsy Brass
Band", "Fanfare Ciocarla", the equally Romanian "Taraf de
Haidouks", the Yugoslavian musician Saban Bajramović or Goran Bregovic, known for Kusturica's film "Time of the Gypsies", the Macedonian "Kočani-Orchester" (likewise known in
the West for Kusturica's "Underground"), the great singers
Esma Redzepova from Macedonia and Slovakian Ida Kelarová,
"Kályi Jag" and "Ando Drom" from Hungary, "Loyko" from
Russia and, naturally, the "Gypsy Kings" – to mention only a few.

http://www.galbeno.co.yu/
Road of the Gypsies

The Fine Arts
Concerning the fine arts, there can be no question of a real art
tradition – in the sense of "l'art pour l'art". The Roma displayed
their skillfullness through artful craftsmanship, which was to
earn their living, and not through pictures and sculptures. It
could be said that their talent was always there, but the circumstances of life did not allow art as an end in itself.
Two representatives of the craft industry should be mentioned:
Rosa Taikon and Dragan Jevremović. Rosa Taikan, Swedish
Kalderaš-Romni, and sister of the writer Karina Taikon, worked
as a silversmith and has exhibited her works, which she designs
and crafts herself, in many European and oversees countries
very successfully since 1966.
Dragan Jevremović is the representative of the Austrian Roma
organization "Romano Centro" in Vienna; he has been a great

4

Rosa Taikon
→ Rombase
Personalities » Taikon, Rosa
Verein "Romano Centro"
http://www.romano-centro.org/

coppersmith from his youth on, and in his free time crafts wonderful art objects and commodities. He passes on his skills in art
classes.
Tamás Péli (1948-1994) was one of the first Roma painters and
sculptors to gain international renown. He was already very
gifted as a small child, and was accepted at the Budapest University for Graphic and Applied Art at the age of ten. In the
course of his life he felt the urge to inform the public about culture and tradition of the Roma via his art. His (literally) biggest
project, a picture showing the origin and wanderings of the
Roma on 42 m2, was made in 1983.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Péli, Tamás

As an example of the fine arts among Roma children the now
well-known pictures of the Jarovnice children can be mentioned. Jarovnice is a small town in Eastern Slovakia, and in its
Roma settlement colorful works of art are painted under the instruction of Jan Sajko, a committed art teacher.5

Literature
Just like the fine arts, written literature only has a short tradition. For hundreds of years stories, fairies and songs were
passed on exclusively by word of mouth, and accordingly there
were – and still are – many excellent story tellers among the
Roma. We would like to mention two examples from Burgenland: Paula Nardai and Johann "Kalitsch" Horvath, both
survivors of National Socialist concentration camps, and both
unfortunately already deceased.
Johann Horvath, generally called "Kalitsch" (1912-1983) was
the "mayor" of the Roma settlement Oberwart (Burgenland/Austria), a contemporary witness and a highly gifted
storyteller. As the only one of his family he survived the NS extinction camp Auschwitz; his wife and three children were murdered. For years, his house was the meeting point for the young
and the old when they wanted to listen to true and half-true stories, songs, and the oftentimes ribald comical tales. Together
with Paula Nardai he was one of the last Burgenland Roma who
could pass on live culture, since a big part of the generation of
the grandparents, who normally preserve the culture, did not
survive the concentration camps or died prematurely as a consequence of their physical and emotional wounds.

5

Mozes Heinschink, Johann "Kalitsch" Horvath (1912-1983),
Mirjam Wiegele
→ Rombase
Personalities » Horvath, Johann

For information on Jan Sajko's work and the pictures of the Jarovnice children see
http://ematusov.soe.udel.edu/jano/
For information on the Roma settlement in Jarovnice see http://www.romove.cz/en/article/18679/
5

Paula Nardai (1923-1999) comes from Rumpersdorf in the district of Oberwart. Deported to Auschwitz in 1943 she lost all
her relatives except for her brother. In 1945 she came back
"home", only to find that in the meantime a Gadžo had taken
over her house. She was one of the most respected personalities
in the Roma settlement and, together with "Kalitsch", one of the
first contemporary witnesses willing to talk publicly about the
traumatic events during National Socialism; she also plays an
important role as conservator of old fairy tales and songs.6
Paula Nardai can be seen in the film Amen sam, so amen sam
("We are what we are”).

Paula Nardai (1923-1999), 1996
→ Rombase
Personalities » Nardai, Paula
Amen sam, so amen sam

The written literature of the Roma begins only in the 20th century. There were many reasons for this, but to discuss them here
would go too far. In brief: apart from the tradition of oral records of stories, fairies, comical tales, puzzles, and songs, there
also is "a written Roma literature which is well worth being
read, even though, in the present situation, it cannot be said to
be a primary means of cultural expression." (Eder 1993:2327)
Literature offers a direct access to contemporary history, tradition and self-image of the Roma; additionally, it mirrors the
Roma's picture of the Gadže world.

→ Rombase
Literature

One of the first Roma authors was Alexander Germano. He
wrote in Russian, his first language. The Moravian Romani of
his mother was not spoken at home, because his parents talked
in Czech, and later, after a move to Russia, in Russian with each
other. Alexander Germano started writing in school; his first essay
was published in 1915. He worked as a newspaper publisher and
wrote articles for the feature pages, essay and sketches, and, in
1921, his first play. In Moscow he developed a Romani alphabet
and grammar and wrote a "Bibliography of Gypsies". His first literary work in Romani is the narrative Ruvoro. Apart from other narratives and poems, Germano translated Puschkin into Romani. The
first Roma theater worldwide, the theater "Romen" in Moscow
(which, by the way, still exists today) staged Germano's Džiiben pre
roty ("Life on the move") as its first play.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Germano

6

For fairy tales and songs by Johann "Kalitsch" Horvath, Paula Nardai and many others see and : O rom taj o
beng / "Der Rom und der Teufel" with accompanying CD Schun, so me phukavav ... / "Hör, was ich erzähle ..."
and : various fairy tales, narratives and songs.
For examples of the oral tradition of the Roma
7
EDER, BEATE (1993) Geboren bin ich vor Jahrtausenden ... Bilderwelten in der Literatur der Roma und Sinti, Klagenfurt: Drava.
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Like many Roma writers, Matéo Maximoff (1917-1999) taught
himself to read and write. He wrote most of his books in
French, because at that time a publication in Romani was unthinkable. Apart from a few – mostly unpublished – stories and
narratives in Kalderaš-Romani he translated the New Testament
into Romani. His first novel, Les Ursitory ("The Ursitories"),
was planned as a depiction of a family feud which had brought
Maximoff into prison; thanks to his lawyer and later publisher
Jacques Isorni this novel formed the foundations for his future
literary success. Maximoff's narratives and novels display the
complex reality of the Roma, which may seem unreal, surreal
and supernatural to Non-Roma, but is, for the Roma, a natural
part of their daily life. Besides, his works tell about the traditional life and world of thought of the Roma.

Mateo Maximoff (1917-1999)
→ Rombase
Personalities » Maximoff,
Matéo

Philomena Franz, born in 1922, is a German Sintiza and the
writer of fairy tales and poems. Her book Zwischen Liebe und
Hass8 deals with her carefree childhood, followed by "the first
long shadows" – school ban, forced work, deportation of family
members -, with her time in Auschwitz and with "life after
zero". Philomena Franz was awarded the "Preis Frauen Europas" in 2001, a prize given to those who devote themselves
particularly to European Integration and understanding between
peoples.

On female Roma writers:
→ Rombase
Personalities » Fabiánová, Tera;
Papusza (Wajs, Bronislawa)
Zigeunermärchen

The Lovara family Stojka features among the best-known artist
families in Austria. The siblings Ceija, Karl and Mongo, as well
as Karl's son Karl Ratzer and Mongo's son Harri Stojka are famous as writers, artist and musicians in the whole of Europe.
Additionally, Ceija, Karl and Mongo untiringly (have) had public appearances as contemporary witnesses at events, in schools
and on the radio.

→ Rombase
Personalities » The Stojkas

Ceija Stojka is one of Austria's best-known Roma representatives; she is not only an author, but also a singer and painter.
She started writing in order to use her memories to bring the
fate of many Roma from oblivion to the light and in order to
write against her own forgetfulness.9
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FRANZ, PHILOMENA (2001) Zwischen Liebe und Hass. Ein Zigeunerleben, Norderstedt: BoD GmbH.
More informationen on Philomena Franz.
9
On the Film Ceija Stojka. Porträt einer Romni see Literature, Films and Links
For songs by Ceija Stojka see Kodo phende e Romora ...
7

Karl Stojka (1931-2003) is Ceija Stojka's brother. He also was
a survivor of concentration camps, contemporary witness and
most of all painter, but he also wrote several books. His art – his
pictures and books alike – shows his memories – many terrible,
some good. His latest book Wo sind sie geblieben...? shows "the
faces ... of 400 tormented, maltreated, tortured and killed Roma
and Sinti and of Jews married to Roma or Sinti." (Stojka
200310)
Karl Stojka

Ali Krasnići is one of the most outstanding contemporary
Roma writers. Born in 1952 in Crkveno Vodica in Kosovo, he
is part of the Gurbet, a group of the Vlach-Roma. He studied
law, which was very unusual for Roma, at the University of
Obilić; at that time he decides to turn towards literature. In only
a few years, Krasnići becomes one of the best-known Roma
writers in Ex-Yugoslavia. Apart from children's books he writes
scripts, radio plays, lyric peotry, plays and most of all prose in
Romani; his books are, if possible, published in two or three
languages: in Romani, Serbian, and Albanian or English. Due to
the war in Kosovo he and his family were driven out of their
country; the Krasnićis lost all of their possessions and were still
living in a refugee camp in Kragujevac in 2003.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Krasnići, Ali

Roma Politics
Apart from musicians, authors, writers etc. there are numerous
Roma personalities who commit themselves to the concerns and
rights of the Roma. It is impossible to name them all; acting for
and exemplary of all of them we mention Nikolae Gheorghe.
Gheorge, born in 1946 in Romania, is a sociologist and Roma
activist. His Roma descent, his socialization (mainly by Gadže)
as well as his untiring commitment for the rights of the Roma
make him a prototype of a mediator between Roma and NonRoma. Since 1999, he has worked as "Advisor for Roma and
Sinti Issues" for the OSZE.

Nikolae Gheorghe
→ Rombase
Personalities » Gheorghe, Nikolae

10

STOJKA, KARL (2003) Wo sind sie geblieben? Oberwart: edition lex liszt 12.
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Pedagogics » Handbook » Didactic realisation

http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase

Ideas for using Roma-related topics in class
In this part, suggestions for including certain central topics into
classroom talk– History, Ethnology & Sociology, Music, Language and Personalities - are made. They are presented with
reference to the curriculum, and divided according to the different forms; of course, these topics can also be used in subjects
like Political Education, Religion, Art, as well as in adult education whenever they can complement a certain topic. These are
suggestions only, which can and will have to be modified and
adapted for the specific purpose.1
The didactic suggestions and objectives are in accordance with
the curriculum of the 'Hauptschule' (Secondary Modern
School), which is identical to the curriculum of the AHS
(Grammar School) Unterstufe. Of course they can also be used
in Polytechnic Schools and with the upper classes of AHS.
The reference to the curriculum under the heading 'Reasons for
dealing with this Topic' are exemplary and included in order to
show that including Roma-related topics makes sense and that
can easily be integrated into 'normal' lessons
The principles of cross-curricular teaching, intercultural learning and tolerance are not mentioned separately, as they are generally valid.

Didactic suggestions for Music Lessons
(With reference to Appendix 1: Lehrplan der Hauptschule [Curriculum], part 6: Musikerziehung des BGBl. II Nr. 134/2000)
Reasons for dealing with this Topic - with reference to the
curriculum for Musical Education (Sekundarstufe I)
The objectives of the curriculum for Musical Education include,
among others, the following topics, which propose an integration of Roma music:

1

Most teachers will know the ideas in principle - they are what could be called "pedagogical common property" –
but they are used here in a new context. This is why it is not possible to cite the originators of single ideas. If someone feels passed over, we apologize.
1

-

active examination of as many musical areas, époques and
expressions as possible
understanding the interaction of music and society, and the
social significance of music
seeing music as a factor of organizing one's life
awareness of Austria's musical identity

Didactic Objectives
The pupils should
become acquainted with the diversity of Roma music, its
forms, genres, styles (interpretation of different folk music,
Flamenco, "gypsy"-jazz, Hungarian "gypsy" music, Rompop etc.
get to know the different musical instruments in various ensembles
understand the interaction of music and society, and the social significance of music (particularly because music plays
an important role in everyday Roma life, both as a spontaneous expression of a joie de vivre, and for the profession of
musician)
experience music as a possible factor of organizing one's
life (biographies of Roma musicians can be used as an example to show the interaction of many spheres of life with
music and serve as an example for organizing one's life with
music)
perceive the mutual influence of different culture groups
(for instance, regional folk music has a great influence on
the music of the Roma; at the same time, Roma music influences the music of the majority- up to the works of great
composers like Liszt and Haydn)
be aware of Austria's musical identity (which includes the
music of the minorities)
experience and talk about the effects of different Roma music (because Roma music, apart from various regionalcultural influences, fulfills different functions; the repertoire
includes light music, laments, lyric and narrative songs and
ballads, lullabies etc.)
-

Suggestions for Classroom Use
Diversity of Roma music
With the CD Road of the Gypsies examples of different musical styles of Roma music (Flamenco, "gypsy"-swing, vocal music of the Vlach-Roma) can be chosen and contrasted;
this will illustrate the stylistic diversity of international
"gypsy"-music.

2

→ Rombase Pedagogics: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase/ped/index.en.html
2

→ Pedagogics2
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Music

For similar purposes the cassette Romane ģila can be used,
which illustrates a part of the musical spectrum of Roma
living in Austria.
Further Topics (Diversity of Roma music)
Diversity in Roma music is caused by the fact that the Roma
are living all around the world and thus in various spheres
of cultural influence.
Together with the Geography teacher the spheres of influence can be traced on a map, as well as the places of birth and
residence (which often differ) of Roma musicians.
Fairy Tales and Songs
The CD in the collection of material with Roma fairies and
songs (with tapescript in the accompanying booklet) can be
used very well for cross-curricular teaching Music – German. While or after listening, the texts can be read in the
German translation. For further topics in the German lesson,
see next chapter.
Instrumentation and Ensembles
Selected examples of Roma folk music can be used to find
out about the instruments and the arrangements of Roma ensembles, and to compare these with examples of regional
folk music.

→ Rombase3
Music » Genres
Music » Countries
Road of the Gypsies
Romane ģila

booklet Road of the Gypsies
booklet Romane ģila
→ Rombase
Literature
Schun, so me phukavav …,
Kodo phende e Romora …, Oh
romnije zelenije ...
Der Rom und der Teufel,
Fern von uns im Traum ..., Die
schlaue Romni
→ Rombase
Music » Typical Instruments
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Collection of Material » Sound Carriers

Drawing along to Music
With background music pupils should try to paint a relevant
aspect of Roma life. The finished drawings can be presented
and commented on afterwards. The pictures can be ordered
according to content.
Note: in order to allow the pupils to really use their
imagination, give only as little instructions as strictly
necessary; however, the students must be aware that they
are listening to Roma music. If the pupils don't have any
ideas about the subject, it might be necessary to talk about
the issues beforehand. But one might expect them to have
certain associations with the term "gypsies".
Further Topics (Drawing along to Music)
The drawings can be further analyzed with the following
questions:
Which picture(s) of the Roma do the pupils have? Do these
pictures reflect reality or clichés? Which clichés?
It might be possible to have the pupils draw two pictures –

3

→ Rombase: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase

3

→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Collection of Material » Sound Carriers

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Stereotypes and
Folklorism
Sinti und Roma S.123-141

one before giving them any information and one after dealing with the subject. Then the pictures can be compared to
see how the given information changed the picture of the
Roma the pupils had.
Dance / Theater
A Roma fairy or song can be staged and performed together
with the German teacher. The chosen stories and songs
should be discussed beforehand, and necessary background
given.
Biographies
In groups, biographies of Roma musicians can be written.
Further Topics (Biographies)
What is the role of music in the life of the Roma? Cooperation with the Geography and Economy teacher will be necessary to talk about the lines of business of the Roma, in
order to avoid a one-sided picture of the Roma as musicians.
What is the importance of music for minorities and ethnic
groups? Discuss together with the Geography teacher.

Didactic suggestions for German Lessons
(With reference to Appendix 1: Lehrplan der Hauptschule [curriculum], part 6: Deutsch des BGBl. II Nr. 134/2000)
Reasons for dealing with this topic – with reference to the
curriculum for German (Sekundarstufe I)
The curriculum's objectives for the subject German are very
vague, so an integration of Roma language and literature is possible (and enriching) in most areas.
The curriculum (in extracts) plans for the students to be able to
express experiences and ideas with the help of language, to
absorb, work with and convey factual information, and to
deal with and give their opinion on a certain topic
understand forms of expressions of texts and their effects,
and to use linguistic means creatively
get insight into the structure and function of language
The general introduction of the curriculum dealing with the
general objectives of education mentions the conveying of values and life style with the help of texts and the examination of
religion, world views and traditions as a basis for respecting
other cultures and ways of life. These ideas will be enhanced by
the use of material from a different culture group

4

Schun, so me phukavav …,
Kodo phende e Romora …, Oh
romnije zelenije ...
Der Rom und der Teufel,
Fern von uns im Traum ..., Die
schlaue Romni
→ Rombase
Personalities

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Personalities

Didactic Objectives
The pupils should
learn to analyze Roma narratives with reference to content
and style with the help of selected language
be able to notice and talk about differences and parallels between their own and other cultures
learn to understand and talk about information in narratives,
and to gather information about and discuss various topics
(the films in the collection of material could be a good basis
for discussion and statements)
learn, with the help of texts, that there are religious and
ideological ideas, traditions and values which differ from
their own ones, but are still as valid
be able to contrast literary features of Roma texts (with the
help of German translations) to features they know
according to their abilities, learn about the language of the
Roma, and various aspects of that language (origin, history,
sounds, lexicon, structure
learn that power structures are also reflected in language
(keywords: language bans, borrowings)
Suggestions for Classroom Use
Traditional World and Everyday Culture
Selected stories taken from the book Zigeunermärchen by
Philomena Franz are read with the pupils and their content
is analyzed. This book particularly expresses (traditional)
life and ideology of the Roma (particularly of the Sinti),
customs and traditions, but also prejudices against the Roma
are talked about. Reasons for some particularities in Roma
tradition (e.g. existence of special non-Roma names) may
be found.

Zigeunermärchen
→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups »
General Topics » Names of
Roma
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Soziology and Ethnology

Language as "ambassador" of culture
A short passage of a fairy tale existing both in German and
Romani is played in Romani. This should show the pupils
that the Roma have their own language, which until recently was an exclusively oral one; thus, passing stories,
fairies and songs on by word of mouth is the primary means
for Roma to pass on their history and culture. Afterwards,
the whole story is analyzed in the German translation (for
analysis, see below).

→ Rombase
Literature

Further Topics (Language as ambassador of culture) for Sekundarstufe II
On the basis of an impulse (article) on the language of the
Roma (see Cultural Documentation), a short description of
the language is put together (origin, family, number of
speakers in Europe, lexicon, word classes etc.).

→ Rombase
Language
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Language

Fairy Tales and Narratives

What is the Romani language?

5

Analysis of Fairy Tales and Narratives
Roma fairies and narratives may be analyzed with reference to:
content: leitmotif, themes, world of the Roma – in how far
do Roma fairies differ from German fairies? What can be
deduced from the narratives about Roma life and culture?
form and style: the fairy tales and narratives in the collection of material are (with the exception of "gypsy fairies")
written-down versions of oral narrative traditions; the differences between spoken and written language can be analyzed well. In the oral tradition of the Roma story-telling is
an interactive process, that is the audience is often addressed
directly, which conveys a feeling of particular immediacy.
formulae for beginnings and endings: which phrases form
the beginning and endings of Roma fairies? Analyze the differences and parallels between Roma and German fairies.
The appendix at the end of various books includes background information on Roma fairies, narratives and songs
(among others information on motives and characteristics.

Fairy Tales and Narratives
Schun, so me phukavav …,
Kodo phende e Romora …, Oh
romnije zelenije ...
Der Rom und der Teufel,
Fern von uns im Traum ..., Die
schlaue Romni

Loan- and Foreign Words
By reading a short passage of the book Der Rom und der
Teufel in Burgenland-Romani pupils can try to find loanwords from German (and other languages). This "detective
game" has the added benefit of a passage closely read. Additionally, the pupils will get an idea of the BurgenlandRomani during this search, particularly if the accompanying
CD Hör, was ich erzähl... is used – German words or words
in the Burgenland dialect are found more easily if "listened"
than "read".
Attention: The spelling of words taken from the Burgenland
dialect reflects the sounds (the words are written in the way
they are pronounced); for instance, "Schraubstock" (vice) is
spelled schraufschtok, "eigene" (own) ajgene.

Der Rom und der Teufel
Hör was ich erzähle …

Further Topics (Loan- and Foreign Words)
Which languages did German borrow from? Why are words
being borrowed from another language? What is the difference between a loan- and a foreign word?
Another possible topic (Sekundarstufe II) is the discussion
of the question why Romani mainly borrows, and why very
rarely words are being borrowed from Romani (keywords:
image, prestige, conatct): German special and secret languages (like Jenisch and Rotwelsch) borrowed several hundred words from Romani; colloquial German, however, only
has two words which are undoubtedly of Romani origin:
"Zaster" (money) from Romani: saster = iron, and "Bock"

→ Rombase
Language » Structure » Lexicon
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Language
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(interest) (like in "I'm not interested in...") from Romani:
bokh = hunger (Matras 2002:249f)4
Abschied von Sidonie
Erich Hackl's book Abschied von Sidonie can be read by the
whole class or an individual pupil (for a presentation). Together with History, the situation of the Roma during National Socialism, and other problematic situations mentioned in the book can be analyzed and discussed.

Abschied von Sidonie
Sidonie

Didactic suggestions for History and Social Studies
(With reference to Appendix 1: Lehrplan der Hauptschule [curriculum], part 6: Geschichte und Sozialkunde des Bgbl. II Nr.
134/2000)
Reasons for dealing with this topic – with reference to the
curriculum for History and Social Studies (Sekundarstufe I)
Teaching History means, aming others, an encounter with one's
own and other's cultures. The following topics make a reference
to the history of the Roma meaningful:
getting to know various models of human existance in the
past, in order to understand and tolerate the "other" in the
present.
lessons should deal with the basic concepts of politics,
power, society, economy and culture.
lessons should allow insight into the history of Europe and
the world, and into Austria's history, in order to be able to
reflect on the concept of identity.
confrontation with areas of conflict, such as order / freedom,
power / co-determination, war / peace in order to teach the
pupils about democracy and rule of law.
The curriculum names several attitudes, which can be conveyed
even more efficiently when dealing with the history of the
Roma (in connection with the history of the majority population), such as a differentiated, multi-perspective view due to the
contact with the "other" (different in place and time), being able
to explain present-day economic, social, political and cultural
phenomena as a result of past developments, a consciousness of
the manifold causes of historic events and the multiple
possibilities for their interpretation,...

4

MATRAS, YARON (2002) Romani. A linguistic introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
http://www.sprachen.ac.at/download/sprachwege.pdf – Lesson plans for Burgenland-Romani with many examples
of hereditary words, borrowings and foreign words, including material for primary schools.
What is the Romani language?, particularly the chapter Nature of the Romani language (21 ff, particularly the
headings "Where do Romani words come from?", "Romani is not corrupted by borrowings", "What can we learn
from loandwords")
7

The same is true for abilities and techniques like independently
procuring, absorbing and judging information, particularly because a lack of schoolbooks concerning the history of the Roma
makes these techniques necessary.
Didactic Objectives
The pupils should
realize that there are models of existence different from
their own, which – even though they are different – have to
be regarded as equal
be aware of the fact that politics / power, society, economy
and culture concern not only the majority, but also oftentimes unnoticed minorities (like the Roma), from whose
perspective these issues look very different than from the
perspective of those in power
learn to recognize the Roma as part of their history and thus
as part of their identity
see that order / freedom, power / co-determination and
war/peace are no absolute categories; rather, they may be
seen differently by different groups within one society, one
state
gain insight into the historic interrelations and thus achieve
a better comprehension of present-day actuality
achieve a differentiated and multi-perspective view
learn to see that history, depending on the point of view, can
be written in different ways
develop specific abilities, such as the ability to independently procure, and critically judge, information, because particularly with regard to the Roma many half-truths and ideas
based on clichés are circulating. In this respect it is necessary to find one's own position and to be able to defend this
position
Suggestions for Classroom Use
Integration of Roma History
It is generally desirable to integrate the history of the Roma
into the History lessons, meaning that events of Roma history, which are always connected to the history of the "host
country", are dealt with in "normal" lessons; for instance,
origins and early migration fit into the subject matter for the
6th form, the arrival of the Roma, the policy of assimilation
under Maria-Theresia and Joseph II up to the beginning of
systematic persecution fits into 7th form, the persecution
and extinction of many Roma in the Third Reich and the
development since 1945 up to the present-day situation fit in
with the subjects for the 8th form.

8

→ Rombase
History and Politics

The history of the Roma, particularly the (historic) dealings
with the majority population, or of those in power with the
Roma, is quite relevant for the understanding of the presentday situation, the culture, and the way of life of the Roma.
Historical benchmark dates and background information can
be found in the respective Rombase – database entries.
The question why the Roma and their history is not mentioned in schoolbooks may be worth a discussion in higher
forms (Sekundarstufe II).
Origin and Early Migration
Early migration of the Roma: from India to Europe.
The probable paths can be understood more easily with the
help of an historic atlas. Then, the possible reasons for these
wanderings can be discussed.
Further Topics (Origin and Early Migration)
How is it possible to trace the Roma's migration from India
to Europe, even though there are no historic sources to
document these early migrations5

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
History (with chart)
→ Rombase
Language » General » Origin
and Denomination
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Language

Clichés and Stereotypes
Many prejudices, clichés and stereotypes concerning the
Roma can be historically explained and solved. For instance, under Maria-Theresia's reign many Roma children
were taken away from the Roma in order to give them a
Christian education; the Roma tried to get back their children, which is at the origin of the common prejudice that
"gypsies" allegedly steal children.6

→ Rombase
History and Politics » Modern
Times » Maria-Theresia and Joseph II

Further Topics (Clichés and Stereotypes)
The picture of the Roma in various historical époques, for
instance in Romanticism, during Maria-Theresia's reign, or
in the Third Reich, are contrasted with the pictures existing
today.
Prejudices, clichés and stereotypes do not apply to the Roma alone. Which other fellow men / groups / peoples / nations are concerned by these oftentimes inappropriate characterizations and generalizations?
Together with Geography the following questions can be
discussed: Which minorities are there in Austria? Which are
recognized as ethnic groups? What does this acknowledgement mean?

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Stereotypes and
Folklorism
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Ethnology and Sociology
Sinti und Roma p.9ff.
I am from Austria

5

Background information, maps and examples of the development of Romani lexikon see: Sprachwege. Der Zusammenhang von Kultur und Sprache am Beispiel des Burgenland-Romani. Download:
http://www.sprachen.ac.at/download/sprachwege.pdf
6
For background information and lesson plans on the topic "Prejudices and Clichés" to be found under
Sinti und
Roma p.123 ff.
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Bondage and Slavery
In connection with the topic "slavery", in schools mostly
linked with slavery in the US, the focus could be on the
events in Europe – in other words on our own doorsteps namely the bondage and slavery of the Roma in Valachy:
existing until 1856 – more than half a millennium – it was
the cause of the 2nd big migration of Roma, which in many
countries has been interpreted as "gypsy invasion" and lead
to an intensification of what was called "gypsy policy".

→ Rombase
History and Politics » Modern
Times » History of the Vlach
Roma

National Socialism and Holocaust
The persecution and extinction of Roma during National
Socialism is a big issue, dealt with extensively in literature,
films and Roma songs. In the collection of material there is
a vast array of material: Erich Hackl's Abschied von Sidonie,
the film Sidonie by Karin Brandauer, Ceja Stojka's autobiography Wir leben im Verborgenen, the film Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel etc., including lesson plans. Similarly,
Roma fairy tales and narratives often pick out the drastic
events and experiences of this time as a central theme. Here,
however, it is enough to mention the collected material; it is
enough evidence, enough material and information for the
teachers who can include it in a suitable way into their lessons.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » Holocaust
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Collection of Material

Further Topics (National Socialism and Holocaust)
Which people and groups were persecuted in the Third
Reich? Connected with this question are many others, e.g.
How was persecution, up to extinction, justified? How does
the public deal with it today? What about reparations?7
Biographic Chronological Tables
Biographies often tell more about the history and the life of
the Roma than dates and figures alone. Drawing up biographic chronological tables is a good way of finding an
immediate access to a generally "unknown" people
Each group of pupils should draw up a biographic chronological table for one Roma personality. With the help of this
table individual fates as well as historic facts and events can
be shown, the more so because political and social changes
had stronger effects on the Roma than on the majority population. (In recent years, see the war on the Balkans or the
"Velvet" Revolution in the Czech Republic; both events particularly concerned the Roma, and partially they are still the
sufferers of the political development.)

7

→ Rombase
Personalities

→ Rombase
Personalities » Krasniči, Alija
http://www.errc.org/
http://www.gfbv.de/

On the question of reparations see
Sinti und Roma
Also see the film: Das falsche Wort (Deutschland 1987); see Literature, Films and Links.
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For this work the personalities in the Rombase chapters can
be used, but the pupils could also carry out their own inquiries with the help of the links mentioned in the impulse article. The advantage of having them do their own research is
the fact that the pupils will acquire a lot of Roma-related information incidentally.

→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Roma Personalities
Literature, Films and Links

Present Situation
Cross-curricular teaching with Geography and Economy
could focus on and compare the present-day situation of the
Roma in Austria and the countries of Europe. For background information, the European Roma Rights Center's
(ERRC) homepage may be of help, where reliable and wellinvestigated articles can be found and downloaded. This
homepage, however, is exclusively in English: perhaps the
texts could be read with the English teacher.

EERC Reports
→ Rombase
History and Politics » 1945 up
to the present » Current Situation

Didactic suggestions for Geography and Economy
(With reference to Appendix 1: Lehrplan der Hauptschule [curriculum], part 6: Geografie und Wirtschaftskunde des Bgbl.II
Nr. 134/2000)
Reasons for including this topic with reference to the curriculum for Geography and Economy (Sekundarstufe I)
The curriculum for Geography and Economy includes the following objectives, which recommend an integration of Romarelated topics:
The central focus of Geography and Economy is the human
being; the subject matter of lessons are the spatial aspects of
human acts.
The following issues are worth striving for:
conscious perception, description and explanation of facts,
connections and developments of human acts
developing systems of orientation and relation with the help
of subject-related material and techniques, in order to be
able to independently acquire, order, and use information
an insight into different economic and social systems, in order to be able to deal with present-day and future political
questions, as well as being able to act in a democratic and
tolerant way.
Didactic Objectives
The pupils should
realize that and how geographic and economic facts are
connected to the situation of the Roma (this connection is
particularly well-defined with the Roma, because they have

-
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-

-

always had to and been able to adapt to changing local and
economic situations).
learn how to acquire, critically judge and convert information – e.g. with graphs or maps (also see drawing up of
maps in the Suggestions for Classroom Use; here the pupils
have to work with quite diverging numbers concerning migration routes and population – the pupils can sharpen their
ability of critical assessment of numbers and statistics)
get to know a variety of possible ways of life and thus
achieve esteem towards "the other"
learn how to use a globe, an atlas or maps in connection
with questions and facts (particularly because the Roma are
living all around the world and to explain the reasons for
this Diaspora)

Suggestions for Classroom Use
Origin and Early Migration
Draw up a map on which the 1st migration of the Roma
(from India to Europe) is traced. The pupils should try to
look up the countries the Roma traveled in an atlas and add
them to a "dumb atlas" (without country indications).8
Together with History the recurring phenomenon of migration can be studied. The reasons for migrations can be analyzed (e.g. hunger, economic situation,…)
Economic Systems
Concerning "economic systems" there are quite a few questions the answer to which should give insight into the life of
the Roma and additionally show that our preconceived notions about work and professions are only a small part of the
spectrum of possible employment.

→ Rombase
History and Politics » From India to Europe
→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
History
→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » Work
and Professions

What are the traditional Roma professions? With the help of
these, different economic systems can be discussed (barter,
mobile professions, niche professions,...)
Why are/were there groups of Roma who live(d) a nomadic
life? Which economic systems does nomadism favor?
What could be the reasons for the loss of traditional Roma
professions?
Which professions do the Roma work in? What caused this
change?

8

→ Pedagogics
Handbook » Impulse Article »
Sociology and Ethnology »
Work

For map models and scematic presentation of migration routes see Sprachwege. Der Zusammenhang von Kultur
und Sprache am Beispiel des Burgenland-Romani. Download http://www.sprachen.ac.at/download/sprachwege.pdf
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Nomadic and Settled
The mobile life of the Roma, oftentimes wrongly seen as a
wandering life, is connected to specific economic systems.
The pupils should think about the advantages and disadvantages of nomadic and settled life respectively.
Then, the truth in the clichés of the traveling people is discussed.

→ Rombase
Ethnology and Groups » General Topics » Nomadic and sedentary

Population Numbers
Draw up a map in which the number of Roma living in the
individual countries of Europe are charted. The pupils will
discover that the numbers vary strongly depending on the
source; particularly the numbers of official censuses are significantly lower than the estimated numbers, which are
closer to reality.
Further Topics (Population Numbers)
Why do official numbers of the Roma population differ so
much from estimations? What could be the reason for the
fact that many Roma often do not acknowledge their being
Roma (at least in official surveys)? Is there only one, single
identity (being Rom / Romni, being Austrian, man or woman
– key word multiple identities)? Etc.
Note: According to the 1991 census in Austria, there were
only 122 speakers of Romanes9, whereas in 2001 already
6273 people defined Romanes as their colloquial language.
This reflects a pleasant tendency, namely that thanks to initiatives of and for Roma the self-confidence of the Roma
living in Austria has increased significantly over the last
years. 10

9

→ Rombase
Language » General » Speakers
and Numbers

Romanes ist, ebenso wie Romani, eine Bezeichnung für die Sprache der Roma; auch wenn auf dieser Website ansonsten die Bezeichnung Romani verwendet wird, halten wir uns an dieser Stelle entsprechend der Diktion der
Volkszählung an die Bezeichnung Romanes.
10
The Roma in Europe: http://www.minderheiten.org/roma/index.htm under: Überblick » Roma in Europa
(Länderkugel)
For official numbers and estimatins for Romania, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Slavakia and Hungary see a.o.
http://old.swp-berlin.org/produkte/bparchiv/romafrage1.htm
Official numbers and estiamtions for EU countries (2001): http://www.ciemen.org/mercator/index-gb.htm under
Publications Mercator » "Working Papers" » Working Paper 3 (2001): The political status of the Romani language
in Europe (pdf Download).
(Critical) Information about censuses in Austria on Austria`s ethnic groups and censuses of Roma in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia can be found on the homepage of ECE, the "Enagagierte Computer Expert(inn)en":http://195.230.63.132/ece/h_volks.html
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Collection of Material
The collection of material includes selected books, films and
sound carriers. The collection was put together according to the
following criteria: graphicness, reliability with reference to the
information included, usability in the classroom and in adult
education, as well as availability of material.
Language learning games for different varieties of Romani are –
at the time being- available exclusively online (Rombase
games); a sample of games as CD-ROM will be published soon.

Books
General Literature
ÖSTERREICHISCHES VOLKSGRUPPENZENTRUM (ed.) (2001) I am
from Austria – Volksgruppen in Österreich, Klagenfurt: Hermagoras.
Source of supply: Österreichisches Volksgruppenzentrum,
Teinfaltstraße 4, 1010 Wien; Phone (+43) 01/5331504, mail
to oevz@twinet.net or Bookstore Hermagoras / Mohorjewa;
Phone (+43) 0463/56515-46; mail to
buchhandlung@mohorjewa.at.
Short description: Short information about the 6 acknowledged Austrian ethnic groups (Czech, Croatians, Hungarians, Slovakians, Slovenes, Roma) and the 7th, not (yet) recognized group (Polish).
BAKKER, PETER / KYUCHUKOV, HRISTO (ed.) (2000) What is the
Romani language? Hatfield: University of Hertfordshire Press.
Source of supply: University of Hertfordshire Press
Short description: Excellent, easily comprehensible book on
Romani, which answers the questions frequently asked in
connection with language, but also with history, culture, and
self-awareness of the Roma. The articles were written by
real experts on Romani. The book is currently available in
English only, but it is easily readable for pupils too thanks
to the clear, simple language.
Fairy Tales and Narratives
HALWACHS, DIETER W. / GÄRTNER-HORVATH, EMMERICH /
WOGG, MICHAEL (ed.) (2000) Der Rom und der Teufel / O rom
taj o beng. Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder der Roma aus
dem Burgenland, Klagenfurt: Drava.
1

Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43)
0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at
Short description: Fairy tales, narratives and songs (with
notes) of the Burgenland-Roma. Bilingual Romani – German.
Listen to it on CD: Schun, so me phukavav ..
CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2001) Fern von uns
im Traum ... / Te na dikhas sunende.... Märchen, Erzählungen
und Lieder der Lovara, Klagenfurt: Drava.
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43)
0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at
Short description: Fairy Tales, (autobiographic) narratives
and songs (with notes) of the Austrian Lovara. Bilingual
Romani – German.
Listen to it on CD: Kodo phende e Romora …
CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2003) Die schlaue
Romni / E bengali Romni. Märchen und Lieder der Roma, Klagenfurt: Drava.
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at: http://www.drava.at/; Phone
(+43) 0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at.
Short description: Fairy tales, comical tales, ballads, and
songs of various groups of Austrian Roma as well as from
the neighboring countries and the original countries of the
Roma.
FRANZ, PHILOMENA (2001) Zigeunermärchen, Norderstedt:
BoD GmbH.
Source of supply: any (internet) bookstore; e.g.
http://www.amazon.de/
Short description: Philomena Franz, a German Sintiza, tells
stories which express the life and the views of the Sinti (and
Roma); they always center on the difficult relations to nonRoma and the prejudices against "gypsies".
HACKL, ERICH (1989) Abschied von Sidonie, Zürich: Diogenes.
Source of supply: any (internet) bookstore; e.g.
http://www.amazon.de/
Short description: Erich Hackl tells the story of the "gypsy"
girl Sidonie Adlersburg, who was taken away from her foster parents in 1943 and brought back to her natural mother.
A few days later Sidonie is deported to Ausschwitz, and she
dies soon after.
The narrative is based on historical facts which have been
condensed by Erich Hackl through year-long, extensive re-
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search, in archives as well as through talks with contemporary witnesses, to a touching document of the fate of Sidonie, but also of Austria's history.
Autobiographies
NIKOLIĆ, MIŠO (2002) ... und dann zogen wir weiter. Lebenslinien einer Roma-Familie, Klagenfurt: Drava.
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at: http://www.drava.at/; Phone
(+43) 0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at
Short description: The first part of the autobiography of the
Roma musician Nikolić Mišo gives insight into the (lost)
world of one Roma family, their customs and way of life.
STOJKA, CEIJA (2003) Wir leben im Verborgenen. Erinnerungen
einer Rom-Zigeunerin, Wien: Picus.
Source of supply: Picus Publishing House, FriedrichSchmidt-Platz 4, 1080 Wien or http://www.picus.at/; Phone
(+43) 01/4081821; mail to vertrieb@picus.at
Short description: When publishing her autobiography in
1998, Ceija Sijka was the first Austrian romni to make public her life story. Not only did she break the silence over the
persecution of the minorities (Sinti and Roma) during National Socialism, but she also was at the beginning of a
process of dealing with the way of life and the history of an
ethnic group, up to that time almost unknown and driven
into seclusion.
Material for Classroom Use
BAUMHAUER, URSULA (ed.) (2000) Abschied von Sidonie von
Erich Hackl. Materialien zu einem Buch und seiner Geschichte,
Zürich: Diogenes.
Source of supply: any (internet) bookstore; e.g.
http://www.amazon.de/
DOMANSKI, HERBERT (1999) Analysehilfen Erich Hackl "Abschied von Sidonie", Stuttgart / Düsseldorf / Leipzig: Klett.
Source of supply: any (internet) bookstore; e.g.
http://www.amazon.de/
FISCHER, ROSEMARIE / KRAPP, GÜNTHER (2002) Erich Hackl:
Abschied von Sidonie. Lehrerheft und Schülerheft, Rot a. d. Rot:
Krapp & Gutknecht.
Source of supply: Verlag Krapp & Gutknecht GbR,
Schillerring 8, D-88430 Rot a. d. Rot or http://www.krappgutknecht.de/.../Sidonie.htm; Phone (+49) 08395/93034;
mail to info@Krapp-Gutknecht.de
GESELLSCHAFT FÜR BEDROHTE VÖLKER (ed.) (2002) Sinti und
Roma – eine Minderheit in Deutschland. Unterrichtseinheit für
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Schülerinnen und Schüler ab der 9. Klasse, Göttingen: Gesellschaft für Bedrohte Völker.
Source of supply: Gesellschaft für bedrohte Völker, Postfach (PO Box) 2024, D-37010 Göttingen or
http://www.gfbv.de/; Phone (+49) 0551/49906-0; mail to
info@gfbv.de.
Short description: Sinti und Roma – eine Minderheit in
Deutschland can be a main thread and a stimulus for discussing various Roma-related topics in class.
ORTMAYER, CHRISTOPH / PETERS, ELKE / STRAUß, DANIEL
(1998) Antiziganismus. Geschichte und Gegenwart deutscher
Sinti und Roma, Wiesbaden: Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik.
Source of supply: Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik,
Zentrales Publikationsmanagement, Postfach (PO Box)
3105, D-65021 Wiesbaden or http://www.help-zpm.de/;
Phone (+49) 0611/8803-203; mail to order@help-zpm.de.
Short description: Two well-developed lesson plans for
showing the racist exclusion of Sinti and Roma ("Boxermann Troll – ein deutscher Sinto") and the holocaust of
Sinti and Roma (“Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel – Die Sintikinder von der St. Josefspflege in Mulfingen”) respectively.
Numerous sources, documents and pictures, including pictures of the lately deceased Austrian Rom Karl Stojka. Information on history and present-day situation of the Roma
as well as on various aspects of antiziganism.
Note: These materials refer mainly to Germany, but for the
biggest part they are equally valid for Austria (due to thematic linking).

Sound Carriers
Roma Music in Austria
HEMETEK, URSULA et al. (ed.) (1997) Romane ģila. Lieder und
Tänze der Roma in Österreich; 3rd edition, Vienna: Österreichische Dialektautoren und Institut für Volksmusikforschung an
der Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst (cassettes
with accompanying booklet).
Source of supply: Institut für Volksmusikforschung und
Musikethnologie, Anton-von-Webern-Platz 1, 1030 Wien;
http://www.mdw.ac.at/ivf/html/publikationen.htm; Phone
(+43) 01/71155-4201; Fax: (+43) 01/71155-4299; mail to
ive-versand@mdw.ac.at or
Österreichische Dialektautor/innen – Ö. D. A., Institut für
regionale Sprachen und Kulturen, Gumpendorfer Straße
15/13, 1060 Wien; http://www.oeda.at/; Phone (+43) 01/586
124911, (+43) 0664/9213345; mail to office@oeda.at.
Short description: The cassette offers a survey of various
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styles of groups of Roma living in Austria; the
accompanying booklet includes information on musical traditions, on musicians as well as notes and lyrics
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2002) Schun, so me phukavav … – Hör,
was ich erzähle … Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder der Roma
aus dem Burgenland, Graz / Vienna: Romani Projekt (CD 1).
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43)
0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description: Various genres of the oral tradition of the
Burgenland-Roma in Burgenland-Romani.
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2002) Kodo phende e Romora …– Dies
erzählten die Rom … Märchen und Lieder der Lovara, Graz /
Vienna: Romani Projekt (CD 2).
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser
Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/;
Phone (+43) 0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description: Various genres of the oral tradition of
Austrian Lovara in Lovara-Romani.
Roma Music International
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (1996) Road of the Gypsies – L' épopée
Tzigane. An enthralling Journey with the foremost Players of an
unrivalled living art, Frankfurt/Main: Network Medien GmbH.
Source of supply: http://www.zweitausendeins.de/ or "ixthuluh music GmbH"; A-4061 Pasching, Wiener Bundesstr. 38;
http://www.ixthuluh.com/; Phone (+43) 07229/61808; mail
to music@ixthuluh.com.
Short description: A survey of contemporary "gypsy" music
from North-India over the Middle East to Spain.
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2003) Oh romnije zelenije ... – Frau, du
grüne ... Märchen und Lieder der Roma, Graz / Vienna: Romani Projekt (CD 3).
Source of supply: Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße
16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43)
0463/501099; mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description: Various genres of the oral tradition of the
Roma from the South-Eastern- and Middle-European area.
5

Videos / Films
Documentaries on history and the present
Amen sam so amen sam – Wir sind, was wir sind
Directed by Hans Panner, Austria 1995; approx. 36 min.
Source of supply: Verein Roma, Spitalgasse 4, 7400 Oberwart; Phone (+43) 03352/33059; mail to office@vereinroma.at
Short description: Film about the history and present-day
situation of the Roma in Burgenland.
Auf der Kippe
Directed by Andrei Schwartz, Germany 1997; approx. 90 min.
Source of supply: Matthias-Film gemeinnützige GmbH,
Gänsheidestraße 67, D-70184 Stuttgart; Phone (+49)
0711/243456; http://www.matthias-film.de/; mail to
info@matthias-film.de or vertrieb@matthias-film.de.
The price of € 150,– (2004) includes the license for showing
this film free of charge.
Short description: A documentary on the Roma in Romania
who eke out their existence near a waste-disposal site, earning money by reselling recyclable matter; "a film equally
funny and touching, moving without sentimentality.
Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel. Die Sinti-Kinder von der St. Josefspflege
Directed by Michael Krausnick / Romani Rose, Germany 1994;
approx. 40 min.
Source of supply: Dokumentations- und Kulturzentrum
deutscher Sinti und Roma, Bremeckengasse 2, D-69117
Heidelberg; Phone (+49) 06221/981102; http://www.sintiund-roma.de/; mail to dialog@sintiundroma.de.
Short description: The film shows the fate of 41 Sintichildren who, in 1943/44 were put into a home of the catholic Sankt Jakobspflege for one year for the purpose of national socialist "racial research"; 39 of them were deported
to Ausschwitz in 1944.
Feature Films on history and the present
Schwarze Katze, weißer Kater
Directed by Emir Kusturica, YU/F/D 1998; approx. 130 min.
Source of supply: easily available in video libraries or on
the internet; cassette and DVD.
Short description: An opulent, funny film about (South-)
Eastern European Roma, full of music, joie de vivre and
drolleries.
Sidonie
Directed by Karin Brandauer, Austria 1991; approx. 90 min.
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Source of supply: Matthias-Film gemeinnützige GmbH,
Gänsheidestraße 67, D-70184 Stuttgart; Phone (+49)
0711/243456; http://www.matthias-film.de/; mail to
info@matthias-film.de or vertrieb@matthias-film.de.
Note: The price of € 163.- (2004) includes the license for
showing this film free of charge.
Lately, this film is also available through the media catalogue of the government (Bundesministerium für Bildung,
Wissenschaft und Kultur) for € 21,80 (2004):
http://medienkatalog.bmbwk.gv.at/.
Short description: This is the film accompanying Erich
Hackl's book Abschied von Sidonie; the script was written
by Erich Hackl before he completed the narrative. The story
of Sidonie Adlersburg, based on real events, describes not
only the life of a "gypsy girl", but also offers insight into the
events before and during World War II.
Here we would like to mention the media catalogue of the government (Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und
Kunst), which includes altogether 5 videos and audio cassettes
on the topic "Roma" (a part of them, however, to be found under the heading "gypsies").
Source of supply: http://medienkatalog.bmbwk.gv.at/
Descriptions of altogether 12 documentaries, films with contemporary witnesses and feature films on the Roma and Sinti
can be found in:
BERNARD, CHARLOTTE / SEWERING-WOLLANEK, MARLIS
(2001) Sinti und Roma im Film. Eine Handreichung, Wiesbaden: Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik.
Source of supply: Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik
(HeLP), Zentralstelle Publikationsmanagement, Postfach (PO
Box) 3105, D-65021 Wiesbaden; mail to order@help-zpm.de or
http://www.help-zpm.de/.

Language Learning Games
Language learning games for Romani will soon be available
on CD-ROM.
The online version (with 4 varieties of Romani) can be
found at http://www.vanishingvoices.org/ ereichbar.
Have fun;-)
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Details about Books
Details about General Literature
Title
ÖSTERREICHISCHES VOLKSGRUPPENZENTRUM (ed.) (2001) I
am from Austria – Volksgruppen in Österreich, Klagenfurt:
Hermagoras. (62 p.)
Source of supply
Österreichisches Volksgruppenzentrum, Teinfaltstraße 4,
1010 Wien; Phone (+43) 01/5331504, mail to
oevz@twinet.net or Bookstore Hermagoras / Mohorjewa;
Phone (+43) 0463/56515-46; mail to
buchhandlung@mohorjewa.at.
Short description
Basic information about the six acknowledged ethnic groups
in Austria (Czechs, Croatians, Hungarians, Slovakians, Slovenes, Roma) and the 7th, not (yet) recognized group (Polish).
Content
History, language (linguistic examples in BurgenlandRomani), culture, areas of settlement, census results, ethnic
groups policy since 1945, Austrian ethnic groups and their
organizations, their rights and support, economic situation
in the areas of settlement of Austrian ethnic groups, religion, media, official languages, education and schools, reference to literature.
Note
In the results of the 1991 census, no reference to the Roma
is made; at that time, only 91 people declared using the colloquial language Romanes. After the last census, carried out
in 2001, 6.273 people declared themselves as Roma; the actual number of Roma living in Austria probably is somewhere between 20.000 and 40.000.
Goal
Getting to know Austria's ethnic groups; the handbook gives
basic information. The Roma's situation is seen in the context of the situation of other Austrian ethnic groups.
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Target Group
Depending on the selection of information, suitable for children from 8 years on.
Reference
History and Social Studies, Geography and Economic Studies, Political Education.
Title
BAKKER, PETER / KYUCHUKOV, HRISTO (ed.) (2000) What is
the Romani language? Hatfield: University of Hertfordshire
Press. (137 p.)
Source of supply
University of Hertfordshire Press
Short description
Excellent, easily comprehensible book on Romani, which
answers the questions frequently asked in connection with
language, but also with history, culture, and self-awareness
of the Roma. The articles were written by real experts on
Romani. The book is currently available in English only, but
it is easily readable for pupils too thanks to the clear, simple
language.
Content
"Introduction": The introduction explains the basic terms
(Roma, Sinti, Zigeuner, Gadže, Romani etc.) and explains
the pronunciation rules in Romani.
"Origins of Romani": Where do the Roma come from? How
do we know?
"Nature of the Romani language": Is Romani a proper language? Where does its lexicon come from? Grammar and
sound system
"Language Use": the chapter on language use deals with the
following questions: Who speaks Romani?, when, why,
where and how; speech acts in Romani (expressing politeness, pleas and thanks, swearwords, taboo words, greetings); stories and songs, proverbs, riddles and language
games
"Language and culture": autonyms and terms used by others, group names, terms for Non-Roma, first names, surnames and nicknames, names for places, terms for family
relations, important people and events, religious terms
"Unity and diversity": Romani dialects, their similarities and
differences, languages similar to Romani.
Note: The chapter on para-Romani (p. 77 ff) has roused protest from many Roma because they think it implies that
para-Romani is not part of Romani. Evidently, particularly
the speakers of para-Romani attach importance to being
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I am from Austria

Roma and thus speakers of Romani, and to calling their language Romani.
"Romani in public life": This chapter deals with the role
Romani plays in the public sphere. After centuries of repression and various language bans, and the ensuing secrecy, if
not even loss of that language, Romani is finally increasing
in value, and used in public life (films, theater, music,
books, schools, etc.)
"The future of the Romani language / Romani in the modern
world": Future prospects of oral vs. written Romani; lexicon
extension; standardization and language preservation
"Scientific research on Romani": Short summary of Romani
research in the past and present scientific questions.
"Further reading" / "Some Romani websites": recommended
literature, in thematic order. Links with comments.
Goal
Getting to know (not learn!) the Roma’s language, as well
as various historical, cultural and political aspects of being
Roma.
Target Group
The book is suitable and recommended for all those interested in the language and culture of the Roma (and can read
easy English).
Reference
History and Social Studies, Political Education; can also be
used in the English class.

What is the Romani language?

Details about Fairy Tales and Narratives
Title
HALWACHS, DIETER W. / GÄRTNER-HORVATH, EMMERICH /
WOGG, MICHAEL (ed.) (2000) Der Rom und der Teufel / O
rom taj o beng. Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder der
Roma aus dem Burgenland, Klagenfurt: Drava. (256 p.)
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at.
Short description
Fairy tales, narratives and songs (with notes) of the Burgenland-Roma. Bilingual Roman–German.1
Listen to it on CD: Schun, so me phukavav...

1

Roman is the autonym the Burganland Roma use for their variety of Romani.
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Schun, so me phukavav ..

Content
The fairies, narratives and songs by Johann "Kalitsch"
Horvath, Paula Nardai and many others were recorded and –
some of them – written down between 1952 and 1999.
Fairy tales and comical tales about the Rom and the devil,
about kings, dragons, evil mother-in-laws, the great love,
etc.
Narratives about the dead and the mule, the spirit of the deceased, about the Trud, about how to cook a hedgehog, but
also about life in concentration camps.
Lyrics, particularly about Auschwitz, with notes.
Additional background information: "Zur Geschichte,
Situation und Sprache der Roma im Burgenland" by Dieter
W. Halwachs and "Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder der
Burgenland-Roma" by Michael Wogg.

→ Rombase 2
Personalities

Goal
Getting to know the "other" point of view of the Burgenland-Roma, their life, traditions, body of thought and
language.
Target Group
Depends on the selection, as some texts may not be suitable
for children because of their ribald content. Generally interesting for all age groups.
Reference
German, Music, History and Social Studies, Geography and
Economic Studies, Political Education.

Der Rom und der Teufel

Title
CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2001) Fern von
uns im Traum ... / Te na dikhas sunende ... Märchen,
Erzählungen und Lieder der Lovara, Klagenfurt: Drava.
(432 p.)
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at.
Short description
Fairy Tales, (autobiographic) narratives and songs (with
notes) of the Austrian Lovara. Bilingual Romani–German.
Listen to it on CD: Kodo phende e Romora…

2

→ Rombase: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase
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Kodo phende e Romora …

Content
The texts in this book are transcripts of recordings in
Lovara-Romani made between 1960 and 1998.
Fairy tales, legends, mulo stories, comical tales, parables,
anecdotes, (autobiographical) narratives ans songs by Ceija
Stojka, Mongo Stojka, Karl Nitsch, Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos
and many others.
Fairies: "Warum der Rom bei seiner Frau blieb" (Why the
Rom stayed with his wife), "Wie der Rom den Teufel
überlistete" (How the Rom outwitted the devil), "Die zwei
Brüder" (The two brothers), "Der Igel und seine Frau" (The
hedgehog and his wife), "Das Spinnhaus" and others; the
subjects are taken from the folktales of (past and presentday) neighboring peoples.
Narratives: "Unsere alte Welt" (Our old world), "Die Rom
und der Totengeist" (The Rom and the death spirit) (mulo),
"So kochten die Romnja" (That's how the Romnja cooked),
"Weihnachten" (Christmas), "Ich lebe mit meinen Verstorbenen" (I'm living with my deceased) etc.; those narratives
include stories of personal experience as well as narratives
about the Austrian Lovara's culture which were passed on
by word of mouth.
Songs: dance tunes, slow songs, and three nursery rhymes.
Additional background information: "Die österreichischen
Lovara" by Dieter W. Halwachs and "Märchen,
Erzählungen und Lieder der Lovara" by Petra Cech and
Christine Fennesz-Juhasz.

→ Rombase
Personalities

Goal
Getting to know the "other" point of view of the LovaraRoma, their life, traditions, body of thought and language.
Target Group
Depends on the selection, as some texts may not be suitable
for children because of their ribald content. Generally interesting for all age groups.
Reference
German, Music, History and Social Studies, Geography and
Economic Studies, Political Education
Title
CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2003) Die
schlaue Romni / E bengali Romni. Märchen und Lieder der
Roma, Klagenfurt: Drava. (352 p.)
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at.
5

Fern von uns im Traum ...

Short description
Fairy tales, comical tales, ballads, and songs of various
groups of Austrian Roma as well as from the neighboring
countries and the Austrian Roma's countries of origin.
Listen to it: Oh romnije zelenije...

Oh romnije zelenije ...

Content
These are written-down (and translated) versions of stories
and songs which have been recorded over the past four decades and mainly come from the Heinschink Collection.
Fairies and songs by Dragan Jevremović, Ágnes Darószi
and others, in various Romani dialects, from Macedonia,
Southern Serbia, Kosovo, Banat, Hungary, Slovenia, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.
Fairy Tales: various types of fairies, among others mulo stories (autobiographic and fictitious stories about the death
spirit), various comical tales, one heroic legend (about the –
originally Albanian – hero Zuko Bajraktar), one parable
("Salz und Zucker" – salt and sugar: the son's love for his
mother is the salt whose value the mother does not recognize), animal stories, one fool story, a story of Creation
("Wie der Rom erschaffen wurde" – How the Rom was
made) etc.
Songs: The songs represented in this book feature, to the
greatest part, among a historic repertoire, like, for instance,
the epic songs (such as the "Lied von der Brücke" – the
Song about the Bridge).
Additional background information: "Märchen und Lieder
mittel- und südosteuropäischer Roma" by Petra Cech and
Christiane Fennesz-Juhasz: on the origin of and terms for
the Roma groups appearing in this book, on the individual
narrators and singers, on the characteristics of different Romani varieties, on typical elements of Roma fairy tales and
songs, as well as on the individual fairies.
Goal
Getting to know the diversity (caused by the many different
cultural influences) of Roma fairy tales and songs; getting to
know the life, traditions, body of thought and language of
various groups of Roma.
Target Group
Depending on the selection, for children from six years on;
the songs probably are not interesting as texts for the pupils,
they should be played on CD.
Reference
German, Music, Geography and Economic Studies, History
and Social Studies, Political Education.
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Die schlaue Romni

Title
FRANZ, PHILOMENA (2001) Zigeunermärchen, Norderstedt:
BoD GmbH. (80 p.)
Source of supply
any (internet) bookstore; e.g. http://www.amazon.de/.
Short description
Philomena Franz, a German Sintiza, tells stories which express the life and the views of the Sinti (and Roma); they
always center on the difficult relations to non-Roma and the
prejudices against "gypsies".
Content
The fairy tales tell, among others, about Pappi, the clever
little goose, the evergreen pine, the wise gypsy king, about
violinists and the outwitted devil, the beautiful Damischa
etc.
But all those stories tell – first and foremost – about the
"gypsies" and convey a very positive, sometimes stereotypical, picture of a people that loves freedom and nature. Between the individual stories, Philomena Franz gives explanations of traditional customs.
Note: Not all of her explanations are in accordance with the
facts; but they are explanations that are accessible and comprehensible for children.
Perspective
From the point of view of a German Sintiza who wants to
convey to the reader a sympathy and an understanding for
her people.
Goal
Philomena Franz' narratives facilitate a first, positive access
to the world of the "gypsies". They "don't want to be only
entertaining. They should raise understanding for 'strange'
people who have suffered for decades because of their fellow men's prejudices, and often had to travel from country
to country, searching for a home". (Zigeunermärchen p. 5)
Target Group
The fairy tales are told for children, and the explanations are
for fairly young children (5 – 6 years); this does not mean
that adults won’t enjoy them.
Title
HACKL, ERICH (1989) Abschied von Sidonie, Zürich:
Diogenes. (128 p.)
Source of supply
any (internet) bookstore; e.g. http://www.amazon.de/.
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Zigeunermärchen

Short description
Erich Hackl tells the story of the "gypsy" girl Sidonie
Adlersburg, who was taken away from her foster parents in
1943 and brought back to her natural mother. A few days
later Sidonie is deported to Ausschwitz, and she dies soon
after.3
The narrative is based on historical facts which have been
condensed by Erich Hackl through year-long, extensive research, in archives as well as through talks with contemporary witnesses, to a touching document of the fate of Sidonie, but also of Austria's history.

Sidonie

Content
In August 1933, a newborn "gypsy girl" is found in front of
the hospital in Steyr (Upper Austria). It has a piece of paper
with it saying "My name is Sidonie Adlersburg and I was
born on the road to Altheim. Looking for parents."
Sidonie is taken in by the Breirather family and nursed back
to health. She grows up together with her foster brother
Manfred and a second foster daughter Hilde, loved like a
natural daughter. At first, the fact that Sidonie is a "gypsy"
is no problem. As politically committed social democrats,
the Breirather family has grown accostumed to hostility.
The political development, however, aggravates the situation. When Sidonie is old enough to go to school, discrimination because of her "racial affiliation" is tangible.
The authorities in Steyr intensify their search for Sidonie's
natural mother. Finally, their efforts pay off; the Breirather
family is told to immediately bring Sidonie to her natural
mother; desperate attempts of the family to keep her follow.
"With a little courage"4 it would have been possible to make
an exception in Sidonie's case, but those responsible vote in
favor of handing her over, reasoning that the "gypsy character" would sooner or later show itself and cause problems.
"...it was only a combination of thoughtlessness, false decency and wrong obeisance that led to the child's extradition." 5.
Finally, Sidonie is handed over to her mother, and together
with other gypsies deported from Camp Hopfgarten to
Auschwitz with the last transport. There, she dies from humiliation, hunger, cold, and – most of all – from a broken
heart.
After the war, life goes on as if Sidonie had never existed.
Only her foster parents never get over her death. They are

3

To learn more about the book's genesis see HACKL, ERICH (2000) Sehend gemacht. Eine Bilanz, in:
BAUMHAUER, URSULA (ed.) (2000) see
4
HACKL, ERICH (2000) p.12
5
GAUß, KARL-MARKUS (2000) Über Geduld und Ungeduld, Erzählen und Erklären, Stil und Moral. Anmerkungen
zu Erich Hackl, in: BAUMHAUER, URSULA (ed.) (2000) see
8

even denied putting up a memorial stone. It is only in 1988,
a few months before the start of the film's shooting, that a
memorial stone is put up in Sidonie's hometown Letten;
however, this is a tribute rather to Erich Hackl and the
award his script won, than to Sidonie's memory.
Note: Abschied von Sidonie not only tells about one girl's
fate, but paints an insistent picture of the social and political
circumstances in the years before and in World War II.
Hackl mentions the historic background in detail, which
makes it necessary to present the topic carefully in class.
Perspective
The events are shown from the point of view of the writer,
who clearly feels strongly for Sidonie and sympathizes with
the human and political views of the Breirather family. His
personal sympathy and concern become clear at the end of
the book, "an der sich der Chronist nicht länger hinter Fakten und Mutmaßungen verbergen kann. An der er seine
ohnmächtige Wut hinausschreien möchte."6 (when the
chronicler can no longer hide behind facts and guesses;
when he would like to shout to express his anger).
Goal
This narrative is very touching and offers the excellent opportunity to make contemporary history tangible and comprehensible with the help of a personal life story. It shows
that (and how) independent thinking, acting and courage –
or their opposites – can change the course of (a) (hi)story.
Target Group
From 10 years on; also recommended for adults.

Details about Autobiographies
Title
NIKOLIĆ, MIŠO (2002) ... und dann zogen wir weiter.
Lebenslinien einer Roma-Familie, Klagenfurt: Drava. (144 p.)
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at.
Short description
The first part of the autobiography of the Roma musician
Nikolić Mišo gives insight into the (bygone) world of one
Roma family, their customs and way of life.

6

HACKL, ERICH (1989) Abschied von Sidonie, Zürich: Diogenes, p. 100
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Abschied von Sidonie

Content
Mišo Nikolić was born on the way to the market in 1940 in
Southern Serbia, the youngest of nine children. Starting
with his parents' marriage he tells about flight and disgrace,
reconciliation and cohesion within the family.
He talks about the traveling life, about surviving World War
II, about buying the first house after the war, and about settled life. He describes his first days at school, his father's
ever-changing jobs, and his mother's profession – essential
to the family income - , fortune telling. After his father's,
and a few years later his mother's death, Mišo takes care of
the remaining family by working as a (house) painter. In the
end, Mišo Nikolić goes to Vienna, where he meets his future wife, renowned singer Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos.
The book ends with Mišo's deportation to Yugoslavia. The
rest of his life story is told in Landfahrer (also published by
Drava in 2000).
Today, Mišo Nikolić lives in Vienna; together with his wife
and their sons Sascha and Mischa he makes and composes
music. "Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos and the Gypsy Family"
probably is the best-known Roma ensemble in Austria.

→ Rombase
Personalities » Nikolić-Lakatos,
Ruža

Perspective
This very authentic self-portrayal of a Roma life gives evidence of an almost bygone world.
Goal
Getting to know the Roma's traditional ways of life. The
book offers insight into the family hierarchy, the Roma’s
customs and values, the course of traditional celebrations
(e.g. marriage) and customs (e.g. upholding the memory of
the deceased), as well as into the Roma professions and
their strategies for survival, which to Gadže often seem unorthodox.
Note
The accounts in this book are not valid for all groups of
Roma in this form. It also has to be taken into consideration
that this book describes days long gone by; not everything
has lost its validity, but the Roma’s life has naturally
changed over the last decades; only few groups life their life
as traditionally as described in the book.
Target Group
With the appropriate selection of passages, suitable for children aged 10 and older; also very interesting for adults.
Reference
History and Social Studies, German, Political Education.
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. .. und dann zogen wir weiter

Title
STOJKA, CEIJA (2003) Wir leben im Verborgenen.
Erinnerungen einer Rom-Zigeunerin, 4th edition, Vienna:
Picus. (154 p.)
Source of supply
Picus Publishing House, Friedrich-Schmidt-Platz 4, 1080
Vienna or at http://www.picus.at/; Phone (+43) 01/4081821;
mail to vertrieb@picus.at.
Short description
By publishing her autobiography in 1998, Ceija Sijka was
the first Austrian romni to make public her life story. "Not
only did she break the silence over the persecution of the
minorities (Sinti and Roma) during National Socialism, but
she also was at the beginning of a process of dealing with
the way of life and the history of an ethnic group, up to that
time almost unknown and driven into seclusion." (blurb 4th
edition).

→ Pedagogics7
Literature, Films and Links »
Films: Ceija Stojka

Content
In the first part of her book ("Ist das die ganze Welt?" p. 15
– 82) Ceija Stojka, Romni from the group called Lovara,
writes about her life in Vienna at the beginning of the persecution by National Socialists in 1939, about her family's
gradual deportation to concentration camps, and most particularly, about her time in Auschwitz, Ravensbrück and finally Bergen-Belsen.
After her liberation she returns to Vienna; the caravan in
which her family had lived before the deportation has been
destroyed, a great part of her relations are dead. Without the
authorities' help she starts looking for a flat, and takes on
the fight for daily survival.
The second part of the book ("Du darfst keine andere sein"
p. 97 – 155) gives an account of an interview between Ceija
Stojka and publisher Karin Berger, during which Stojka
talks about her reasons for writing down these terrible
events, but also about her childhood before the war, when
she was still traveling with her family. She describes the
time after the war, talks about a Roma's thoughts and feelings, about the "small" differences between Roma and
Gadže – the Non-Roma - , about being Roma today and, repeatedly, about the skills needed for surviving in an environment that oftentimes is not at all well-meaning.

→ Rombase
Personalities » The Stojkas

7

→ Rombase Pedagogics: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase/ped/index.en.html
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Perspective
History and life of the Roma from an "inner" perspective.
The accounts are very personal, and this immediacy makes
them particularly overwhelming.
Goal
Getting to know a specific part of the Austrian Roma's history (holocaust and the time after World War II); getting to
know various aspects of being Roma (family, daily life, culture, living with the Gadže, etc.) from the point of view of a
Lovarica.
Target Group
With the appropriate selection of passages suitable for children aged 10 and older; also very interesting for adults.
Reference
History and Social Studies, German, Political Education.
Further books by Ceija Stojka can be found in the bibliographic
database "Romane Lila" at: http://romani.unigraz.at/romani/cluster.de.shtml

Wir leben im Verborgenen

Details about the Material for Classroom Use
Title
BAUMHAUER, URSULA (ed.) (2000) Abschied von Sidonie
von Erich Hackl. Materialien zu einem Buch und seiner
Geschichte, Zürich: Diogenes. (335 p.)
Source of supply
any (internet) bookstore; e.g. http://www.amazon.de/
Content
History of the book's genesis and reactions to the narrative
Abschied von Sidonie; film script; material on the "case" Sidonie Adlersburg (wellfare brief, protocols about the hearing with Josefa Breirather and Joschi Adlersburg, table of
working times; pictures), various contributions to the book's
effects (among others by Erika Thurner on the "forgotten
holocaust" of Roma and Sinti and by Rosemarie
Fischer/Günther Krapp on his experiences in the classroom).
Note: for readers who are interested in details, interesting
for teachers.
Title
DOMANSKI, HERBERT (1999) Analysehilfen Erich Hackl
"Abschied von Sidonie", Stuttgart / Düsseldorf / Leipzig:
Klett. (71 p.)
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Abschied von Sidonie von
Erich Hackl

Source of supply
any (internet) bookstore; e.g. http://www.amazon.de/.
Content
Contemporary background; overview of contents; structure
and themes of the narrative; characters; Hackl's narrative
techniques; didactic suggestions (for writing tasks); digression: Austria as a republic 1918 – 1938; word explanations.

Analysehilfen Erich Hackl
"Abschied von Sidonie"

Title
FISCHER, ROSEMARIE / KRAPP, GÜNTHER (2002) Erich
Hackl: "Abschied von Sidonie". Lehrerheft und Schülerheft,
Rot a. d. Rot: Krapp & Gutknecht. (111 / 59 p.)
Source of supply
Publishing House Krapp & Gutknecht GbR, Schillerring 8,
D-88430 Rot a. d. Rot or http://www.krappgutknecht.de/.../Sidonie.htm; Phone (+49) 08395/93034;
mail to info@Krapp-Gutknecht.de.
Content Lehrerheft
About the book: fables, characters, author, genesis, narrative
structure, structure of the recommendation for teachers and
use of the student's book
Modules for classroom use: didactic suggestions for the individual chapters and on the narrative's theme
Thoughts and transfer: Who brought Sidonie into the concentration camp? Tasks dealing with the memory of Sidonie
etc.
Material and essays on Sinti and Roma: origin, history and
culture, antiziganism, the Sinti and Roma's situation after
World War II etc.
Books and films: short, well-described selection, among
others about the films in the Collection of Material, Sidonie
and Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel and about the book Antiziganismus.
Contact addresses: unfortunately there is only one address
for Austria; for further contact addresses for Austrian Roma
(and Sinti) organizations see "Literature, Films and Links"
Content Student's Book
Worksheets for the individual chapters, tips for creative
writing;
Material: pictures, interviews with Erich Hackl and Sidonie's brother, Manfred Breirather; texts: on the persecution
of Roma and Sinti during National Socilaism, on prejudices,
discrimination and racism, on Austria's history after 1918
etc.
Task: Memorial for Sidonie
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→ Pedagogics
Literature, Films and Links

Note
Very good and extensive preparation for classroom use.

Title
GESELLSCHAFT FÜR BEDROHTE VÖLKER (ed.) (2002) Sinti
und Roma – eine Minderheit in Deutschland.
Unterrichtseinheit für Schülerinnen und Schüler ab der 9.
Klasse, Göttingen: Gesellschaft für Bedrohte Völker. (150
p.)
Source of supply
Gesellschaft für bedrohte Völker, Postfach (PO Box) 2024,
D-37010 Göttingen or http://www.gfbv.de/; Phone (+49)
0551/49906-0; mail to info@gfbv.de.
Short description
Sinti und Roma – eine Minderheit in Deutschland can be a
main thread and a stimulus for discussing various Romarelated topics in class.
Content
The module is divided into 8 phases:
Phase 1: "Grundinformationen zum Thema Minderheiten
und Randgruppen" deals with the term "minorities": What
makes a group a fringe group, and what kind of minorities
(ethnic, religious) are there?
Phase 2: "Basisinformationen über Sinti und Roma" deals
with the term "gypsy", with the culture, the history and present-day situation of Sinti and Roma. We do not really recommend using source B2, the preface to the novel Verdammter Zigeuner by Ronald Lee8, because this text in
some parts conveys incomplete and stereotyped information.
Phase 3: "Das Leiden der Sinti und Roma im
Nationalsozialismus" gives a short overview of persecution,
but mainly uses eyewitness accounts – like that of the
Auschwitz camp commander.
Phase 4: "Wiedergutmachung" (reparations)– a very topical
subject. The German documents and sources would, naturally, have to be replaced by the Austrian equivalents.
Phase 5 and 5B deals with human rights, civil rights and
minority rights both as far as terminology and their significance for Roma and Sinti are concerned, and talks about the
necessity of effective minority protection. This chapter –
particularly some source texts – is quite complicated; it
deals with complex issues and some juridical (e.g. "General
declaration of Human Rights") texts. We suggest placing the

8

LEE, RONALD (1997) Verdammter Zigeuner, Weinheim / Basel: Beltz.
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Erich Hackl: "Abschied von
Sidonie"

emphasis on the self-organization of Austrian Roma and
Sinti.
Phase 6: "Roma aus Osteuropa" gives a good overview of
the Roma's situation in the Czech Republic, in Slovakia,
Hungary, Poland and in Kosovo, as well as of the "stateless"
Roma's situation.
Phase 7: "Vorurteile und Klischeevorstellungen" can be
used very well as introduction into the general topic
"Roma". At firts, the own ideas about the Roma and with
them prejudices and cliches are recognized and questioned.
The most common prejudices against Roma are examined in
view of their substance and refuted with logical arguments
and statements by those affected.
Phase 8: "Handlungsperspektiven" should show ways to
contribute to the fight against discrimination and racism.
Perspective
Lesson plans by Non-Roma on the topic of Roma, but
statements by Roma are included through (literary) texts and
interviews.
Goal
Familiarizing the majority population with the Roma's origins and history, and to allow them insight into the culture
and tradition of the Sinti and Roma (goals set in the preface,
p. 5f). Further goals are: conveying information on discrimination, persecution and the genocide of Roma and Sinti, discussing the Roma's present-day situation – also in
Eastern European countries -, counteracting prejudices and
cliches and developing perspectives for one’s own possibilities of action.
Target Group
The target group is defined as pupils from 9 to 13; in this
age group, however, the topics have to be chosen carefully.
We think that certain topics (such as phase 5 and 5B) are
particularly suited for pupils who are 13 or older. Can also
be used very well in adult education.
Reference
Depends on the chosen topics; History and Social Studies,
Political Education, Geography and Economic Studies, but
also German and Religion.
Title
ORTMAYER, CHRISTOPH / PETERS, ELKE / STRAUß, DANIEL
(1998) Antiziganismus. Geschichte und Gegenwart
deutscher Sinti und Roma, Wiesbaden: Hessisches
Landesinstitut für Pädagogik. (151 p.)
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Sinti und Roma

Source of supply
Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik, Zentrales
Publikationsmanagement, Postfach (PO Box) 3105, D65021 Wiesbaden or http://www.help-zpm.de/; Phone (+49)
0611/8803-203; mail to order@help-zpm.de.
Short description
Two well-developed lesson plans for showing the racist exclusion of Sinti and Roma ("Boxermann Troll – ein
deutscher Sinto") and the holocaust of Sinti and Roma ("Auf
Wiedersehen im Himmel – Die Sintikinder von der St.
Josefspflege in Mulfingen") respectively. Numerous
sources, documents and pictures, including pictures of the
lately deceased Austrian Rom Karl Stojka. Information on
history and present-day situation of the Roma as well as on
various aspects of antiziganism.
Note: These materials refer mainly to Germany, but for the
biggest part they are equally valid for Austria (due to thematic linking).
Content
"Sachinformation Sinti und Roma": History of the Sinti and
Roma; tradition of antiziganism; history of antiziganistic
persecution; genocide; the Sinti and Roma's societal situation after World War II; status of minorities in Germany
"Boxer Trollmann – ein deutscher Sinto": lesson frame, access to the topic, didactic and methodological ideas; material for classroom use
"Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel – Die Sintikinder von der St.
Josefspflege in Mulfingen": this chapter is a didactic adaption of the film of the same name for classroom use. Access
to the topic; didactic and methodological ideas; material for
class use
"Antiziganismus in Deutschland": extracts on various
aspects of antiziganism (chapters "Elemente des
Antiziganismus", "Zigeunerbilder deutscher Dichter",
"Antiziganismus in den Medien von heute" etc.)
"Stichworte": overview of Sinti and Roma genocide, selection of literature; authors; addresses.
Perspective
Dealing with the topic "racial exclusion" and "genocide during National Socialist era" with the help of personal life stories; also including the perpetrators' view.
Goal
It is generally unknown that Sinti and Roma were also victims of racially motivated persecution and genocide during
the National Socialist era, and this fact has been kept hidden
for a long time – even in schoolbooks. The material on hand
should help to inform pupils and adults about the social and
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Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel

political interrelations of antiziganism with the help of
personal life stories, "damit die Vorrausetzungen dafür
geschaffen werden, dass Menschen den Opfern unserer
Minderheit in Würde begegnen [Es geht auch darum]
Schülerinnen und Schüler zu ermuntern und zu befähigen,
eine Gesellschaft ohne Rassismus mitzugestalten" (...in
order to establish the conditions that we meet the minority's
victims with grace. Students should be encouraged and enabled to help form a society without racism) [both quotes by
Adam Strauß, head of the Verband deutscher Sinti und
Roma, Landesverband Hessen, in the preface p. 5)
Target Group
The target group is defined as pupils in Sekundarstufe I.
Carefully selected individual texts can probably be used
from ten years on, but we would recommend using this material with pupils 14 or older. Can also be used well in adult
education.
Reference
History and Social Studies; Political Education; German
(see chapters "Zigeunerbilder deutscher Dichter" p. 128 ff
and "Antiziganismus in den Medien von heute" p. 134ff.).
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Antiziganismus

Pedagogics » Handbook » Collection of Material » Details about Sound Carriers

Details about Sound Carriers
Roma Music Austria
Title
HEMETEK, URSULA et al. (ed.) (1997) Romane ģila. Lieder
und Tänze der Roma in Österreich; 3rd edition, Vienna:
Österreichische Dialektautoren und Institut für
Volksmusikforschung an der Hochschule für Musik und
darstellende Kunst (cassettes with accompanying booklet).
Source of supply
Institut für Volksmusikforschung und Musikethnologie,
Anton-von-Webern-Platz 1, 1030 Wien;
http://www.mdw.ac.at/ivf/html/publikationen.htm; Phone
(+43) 01/71155-4201; Fax (+43) 01/71155-4299; mail to
ive-versand@mdw.ac.at or
Österreichische Dialektautor/innen – Ö. D. A., Institut für
regionale Sprachen und Kulturen, Gumpendorfer Straße
15/13, 1060 Vienna; http://www.oeda.at/; Phone (+43)
01/58612-4911, (+43) 0664/9213345; mail to
office@oeda.at.
Short description

The cassette offers a survey of various styles of Roma
groups living in Austria; the accompanying booklet includes
information on musical traditions, on musicians as well as
notes and lyrics.
Content
Recordings made during concerts and scientific field work
(interviews) at the beginning of the 1990ies show folk music, various regional and group-specific expressions – like
Hungarian "gypsy music", Serbian Roma music, songs of
the Lovara (Vlach-Roma) and the Burgenland Roma, instrumental ensembles, some with singers: "gypsy band"
(Burgenland: violin, viola, cymbal, clarinet, double bass),
Tambura bands (Vojvodina: violin, 4 tamburas of different
sizes, bass); modern folk ensembles (Serbia: violin, electric
guitar, accordion, keyboards).
Singers and musicians are Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos, Ceija Stojka, Ensemble Pera Petrović, Ensemble Adolf Papai and
others).
In the introduction, the accompanying booklet gives infor-

1

http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase

mation about Roma groups and their music traditions
as well as about the individual musicians. It also includes
notes, lyrics in Romani and their German translations, and a
short commentary on all titles.

→ Rombase 1
Personalities

Note
Can be used very well as basis for lessons, thanks to the
clear documentation. Does not include all music styles of
Roma living in Austria (e.g. "gypsy" or Sinti swing; music
by Roma coming from Macedonia or Kosovo).
Goal
Getting to know the music traditions of Roma groups living
in Austria.
Target Group
Depends on the selection; can be used for all age groups.
Reference
Music

Romane ģila

Title
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2002) Schun, so me phukavav … –
Hör, was ich erzähle … Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder
der Roma aus dem Burgenland, Graz / Vienna: Romani
Projekt (CD 1).
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description
Various genres of the oral tradition of the Burgenland-Roma
in Burgenland-Romani.
Content
Recorded in the course of cultural-scientific field studies
from 1952 to 1999, this CD includes folk songs (lyric songs,
laments, funny songs), songs about concentration camps,
fairy tales and comical tales, ghost stories and autobiographic stories.
Sung and told by Johann "Kalitsch" Horvath and Paula Nardai, and others.
This CD complements the bilingual book Der Rom und der
Teufel.
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→ Rombase: http://romani.uni-graz.at/rombase
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→ Rombase
Personalities » Horvath, Johann
("Kalitsch"); Nardai, Paula
Der Rom und der Teufel

Goal
Getting to know the songs, the stories and the language of
the Burgenland Roma. Additionally, this CD serves as
acoustic illustration of the book mentioned above, which includes written versions in Burgenland-Romani, German
translations and the notes of the songs on the CD, and also
gives information on history, language and literary culture
of the Burgenland Roma.
Target Group
Can be used with children from six years on, depending on
the selection of audio examples.
Reference
Music, German, History and Social Studies, Geography and
Economic Studies, Political Education.

Schun, so me phukavav …

Title
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2002) Kodo phende e Romora …–
Dies erzählten die Rom … Märchen und Lieder der Lovara,
Graz / Vienna: Romani Projekt (CD 2).
Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description
Various genres of the oral tradition of the Austrian Lovara
in Lovara-Romani.
Content
Recorded in the course of cultural-scientific field studies between 1960 and 1998, this double CD includes folk songs
(lyric songs, dance tunes, laments, nursery rhymes, ballads),
fairy tales and comical tales, legends and parables.
Sung and told by Ceija Stojka, Mongo Stojka and Ruža Nikolić-Lakatos, and others.
This CD complements the bilingual book Fern von uns im
Traum ...
Goal
Getting to know the songs, the stories and the language of
the Austrian Lovara. Additionally, this double CD serves as
acoustic illustration of the book mentioned above, which includes written versions in Lovara-Romani, German translations and the notes of the songs on the CD, as well as fur-
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→ Rombase
Personalities » The Stojkas;
Nikolić-Lakatos, Ruža
Fern von uns im Traum ...

ther fairy tales, autobiographic narratives and songs, and
also gives information on history, language and the literary
and musical culture of the Lovara.
Target Group
Can be used with children from six years on, depending on
the selection of audio examples.
Reference
Music, German, History and Social Studies, Geography and
Economic Studies, Political Education.

Roma Music International
Title
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (1996) Road of the Gypsies – L'
épopée Tzigane. An enthralling Journey with the foremost
Players of an unrivalled living art, Frankfurt/Main:
Network Medien GmbH.
Source of supply
http://www.zweitausendeins.de/ or "ixthuluh music GmbH";
Wiener Bundesstr. 38, A-4061 Pasching;
http://www.ixthuluh.com/; Phone (+43) 07229/61808; mail
to music@ixthuluh.com.
Short description
A survey of contemporary "gypsy" music from North-India
and the Middle East to Spain.
Content
World music, folkloristic-popular music, various (regional)
music styles, and Roma ensembles, such as:
Flamenco (vocal and instrumental), vocal music based on
handed-down folk songs, "gypsy bands", "gypsy swingjazz", South-eastern European brass bands, and various
other instrumental ensembles (some of them with singers,
singing in Romani or the individual country's language)
coming from Turkey, Albania, Serbia, Macedonia, Greece,
Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, Russia, Germany, France,
Spain, as well as from Afghanistan, Egypt and India (Rajasthan).
Interpreted by professional musicians, who usually come
from a background of folk or folky music, or by professional "stage artists", among them celebrities like El Cámaron (Spain), Schnuckenack Reinhardt (Germany), "Titi
Winterstein Quintett" (Germany), "Kályi Jag" (Hungary),
"Taraf des Haidouks" (Romania), "Loyko" (Russia), Esma
Redzepová (Macedonia), Mustafa Kandira (Turkey) and
many others.
The accompanying booklet gives an in-depth view of the
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individual styles, referring to the corresponding song on the
CD.
Note
CD 1 / No. 4 and CD 2 / No. 10 give two versions of the
Roma hymn Gelem, gelem lungone dromenca ("I have come
a long way"), which originally comes from Serbia and is
nowadays interpreted by many European Roma musicians
in many variations.
Perspective
It is true that the (positive) cliche of the "gypsy musician"
with all its facets (vivacious, romantic-sentimental, virtuous
and even acrobatic) is served, but it is also straightened out
to some extent because some fairly unknown styles, which
do not correspond to that cliche, are included.
Note on clichés: The Roma do not have "music in their
blood" more than other peoples, but music plays an essential
role in their society's social life; moreover, music as a profession has for centuries been a possibility for the minority
group to assure their existence and to achieve a certain degree of acceptance by society. This is why Roma musicians
oftentimes serve these clichés.
Goal
Getting to know the stylistic diversity of international
"gypsy" music. With ethnomusicological knowledge, musical influences and characteristics a well as functional connections between the individual genres can be examined.
For instance, it could be analyzed if a piece of music is real
folk music (as, for instance, with the brass bands in Macedonia and Serbia), urban-folkloristic dance music and entertainment (e.g. "Istanbul Oriental Ensemble") or popular music primarily played on stage (e.g. "gypsy swing"), which,
of course, can be derived from handed-down folk music (as,
for example, with the ensembles "Kályi Jag", "Andro
Drom" and "Bratsch ").
Target Group
Depending on the selection of pieces and the lesson aim;
generally suitable for all age groups.
Reference
Music; can also be used in other subjects, when dealing with
topics like "prejudices, cliches.
Title
DIVERSE INTERPRETEN (2003) Oh romnije zelenije ... –
Frau, du grüne ... Märchen und Lieder der Roma, Graz /
Vienna: Romani-Projekt (CD 3).
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Road of the Gypsies

Source of supply
Drava Publishing House, Tarviser Straße 16, 9020 Klagenfurt or at http://www.drava.at/; Phone (+43) 0463/501099;
mail to office@drava.at or
Verein Roma-Service, Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf, Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062,
mail to roma-service@aon.at.
Short description
Various genres of the oral tradition of the Roma from the
South-Eastern- and Middle-European area.
Content
The recordings of this collection, consisting of 3 CDs, were
made over the last 40 years in the course of culturalscientific field studies; they include folk songs (lyric songs,
laments, funny songs, ballads), fairy tales and comical tales,
and ghost stories from Macedonia, Yugoslavia (Kosovo,
Serbia, Vojvodina, Banat), Slovenia, Hungary, the Czech
Republic, and Slovakia in various Romani dialects.
Due to immigration from Serbia, Macedonia and Kosovo,
and due to close cultural relations (and sometimes family
ties) to the Roma living in neighboring countries, these narrative and musical traditions belong to the Austrian Roma's
cultural heritage.
This CD complements the bilingual book Die schlaue Romni

Die schlaue Romni

Goal
Getting to know the songs, narratives and dialects of Roma
from various Central- and South-eastern European countries. Additionally, this CD serves as acoustic illustration of
the book mentioned above, which includes transcripts in
Romani, German translations and notes of the songs on the
CD, and gives information about the history, language, literary and musical culture of Central- and Southeastern
European Roma.
Target Group
May be used with children from 6 years on, depending on
the selection of audio examples.
Reference
Music, German, History and Social Studies, Geography and
Economic Studies, Political Education
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Details about Videos / Films
Details about documentaries on history and present
Title
Amen sam so amen sam – Wir sind, was wir sind
directed by Hans Panner, Austria 1995; approx. 36’.
Source of supply
Verein Roma, Spitalgasse 4, 7400 Oberwart; Phone (+43)
03352/33059; mail to office@verein-roma.at
Short description
Film on the history and present of Burgenland Roma.
Content
The title Amen sam so amen sam means "We are what we
are". It is the agenda and a whish at the same time, expressing the Burgenland-Roma's efforts to help an ethnic group
which has been persecuted over decades back on its feet, as
well as the efforts to resist annihilation and to demand real
integration.
Being recognized as Roma and Austrians – this whish has
been fulfilled with the legal recognition of Roma as an ethnic group, and it is with this that the film starts. In the next
scene, the pictures of the Oberwart assassination in 1995, in
which 4 Roma were killed, show that there is still a long
way to go before they will really be accepted by the majority population.
The film's frame tells the story of a child who, born in a
concentration camp, loses its parents there; and within this
frame it tells the Roma's history from Maria Theresia, to the
National Socialist era, and the postwar era, up to the foundation of the Verein Roma in 1989. It becomes clear that history is not past and over, but a part of the present. The following issues are touched upon: the fear which is still a part
of those "born after", the inability and unwillingness to forget, and the question: Can History repeat itself?
For long stretches, this film is fairly poetic, with pictures by
Karl Stojka, and scenes showing the Roma's Oberwart of
the 90ies. It tells about real events, lets the Roma themselves talk about their hopes and fears, all bound together by
the frame story (told in Burgenland-Romani with German
subtitles), which is fictitious but could be true nonetheless.
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Amen sam so amen sam is less a documentary than a film
which uses impressions of the past and the present in order
to help give access to the generally unknown fate of an Austrian group of Roma.
Perspective
A film on the Burgenland-Roma, which has turned into a
film by the Roma thanks to their active participation.
Goal
Showing the Burgenland-Roma's history up to the presentday situation. Various historical and topical events are discussed and can – depending on form and syllabus – be analyzed in depth and discussed with their background.
Showing that history and present are inseparably interconnected, and that present-day problems and situations are often a consequence of a historical situation.
Target Group
Adolescents 12 and older, and adults. In school it could
probably be used from the 6th grade onwards.
Reference
History and Social Studies, Geography and Economy, Political Education.
Title
Auf der Kippe
directed by Andrei Schwartz, Germany 1997; approx. 90’.
Source of supply
Matthias-Film gemeinnützige GmbH, Gänsheidestraße 67,
D-70184 Stuttgart; Phone (+49) 0711/243456;
http://www.matthias-film.de/; mail to info@matthiasfilm.de or vertrieb@matthias-film.de.
Note: The price of € 150,- (2004) includes the license for
showing this film free of charge.
Short description
A documentary on the Roma in Romania who eke out their
existence near a waste-disposal site, earning money by reselling recyclable matter; "a funny yet touching movie,
touching without sentimentality" (German Film Institute)
Content
Andrei Schwartz, himself used to waste disposal sites, because he used to play there in his youth – in the 60ies – in
Bucharest, documents the life in the Roma settlement "Dallas" on the outskirts of the Romanian town Cluj (Klausenburg).
The film shows how the families "master" their life "on the
dump". Always on the verge of being arrested because the
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settlement is illegal, the Roma make an important contribution to the recycling of the city's waste. They also sort out
"newly arrived" waste – collecting paper, bottles, aluminium, brass, and iron. Those resources are, separately,
brought to the city's jumble site once a week.
With this sparse income, the Roma try to assure their survival, which is only possible if the children work with them.
For the children, this is a particular problem, as they should
attend school at the same time. Thus, they work till late in
the night or very early in the morning, in order to arrive at
school on time and clean.
This film impressively describes "normal" day-to-day life of
the Roma in an environment which seems unreal to the observer: after work, the children are washed and cared for in
ruined barracks of 4 m², laundry is put up outside to dry,
just as if the waste disposal site wasn't there. But "Dallas" is
the real environment of these people. Nobody leaves that
place, except because of death.
Perspective
In Andrei Schwartz' film the inhabitants of "Dalllas" get a
chance to speak; in spite of waste, rejection and poverty an
incredible joie de vivre can be felt, too.
Goal
The pupils get to know other ways of life, like here in the
environment of the Roma on the waste disposal site; At the
same time, they will see the normality within these adverse
circumstances and will experience the Roma as people like
me and you, living in a seemingly surreal world of poverty.
Target Group
According to the FSK, the film is suitable over 12. In school
it can probably be used from the 6th grade onwards. Interesting also for adults.
Reference
History and Social Studies, Political Education, Geography
and Economy
Title
Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel. Die Sinti-Kinder von der St.
Josefspflege
directed by Michael Krausnick / Romani Rose, Germany
1994; approx. 40’.
Source of supply
Dokumentations- und Kulturzentrum deutscher Sinti und
Roma, Bremeckengasse 2, D-69117 Heidelberg; Phone
(+49) 06221/981102; http://www.sinti-und-roma.de/; mail
to dialog@sintiundroma.de.
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Short description
The film shows the fate of 41 Sinti children who, in
1943/44, were held in a home of the Catholic Sankt Jakobspflege for National Socialist racial research; 39 of them
were deported to Auschwitz in 1944.
Content
In 1943, 41 Sinti children are brought to the sisters of the
children's home of the "Heilige Sankt Josefspflege". Their
parents had been deported into concentration camps, the
children were declared orphans and exempted from the deportation of all "gypsies" in March 1943, in order to serve
the German racial researchers, first of all Eva Justin, as subjects for research.
In absurd tests the children were presented as inferior
"Untermenschen", in order to back up the National Socialists' plans for extermination. When Eva Justin had finished
her dissertation on "Lebensschicksale artfremd erzogener
Zigeunerkinder und ihrer Nachkommen", the further fate of
these children is sealed.
Early in 1944, the order for the deportation's preparation is
given, 3 months later the transportation takes place. Under
the pretext of a nice "outing", the children are bundled off
after an emergency communion by the local priest. 39 times,
the entry "admitted into Auschwitz" can be found on May
9th, 1944.
In the night of the 3rd August 1994, 2800 Sinti are killed in
the gas chamber, among them the children of the Sankt Jakobspflege. Only 4 of the orphans survived.
Perspective
3 survivors remember the events of 1943/44; their statements are backed up by film excerpts and pictures from Eva
Justin's "research paper". The role of the German racial researchers as well as that of the Catholic church in the "extinction of unworthy life" are emphasized.
Goal
The film not only tells about the dramatic fate of the children of Mulfingen, but also informs about the inhuman
methods of the racial researchers, particularly Eva Justin,
and gives information on how minorities were treated during National Socialism.
Target Group
The film is suitable for every interested observer older than
12. In school, the film could probably be used from the 8th
grade on.
Reference
History and Social Studies, Political Education, Religion
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Details about feature films on history and present
Title
Schwarze Katze, weißer Kater
directed by Emir Kusturica, YU/F/Germany 1998; approx.
130’.
Source of supply
Easily available in video stores and on the internet; Video
cassette or DVD.
Short description
An opulent, funny feature film on (South-) Eastern European Roma, full of music, joie de vivre and drollery.
Content
The small-time crooks Matko and Dadan and their families
are at the center of the action, which is situated somewhere
on the Balkans near the river Danube. Both are living from
smuggling; but whereas Dandan lives in luxury, Matko is
the eternal loser. Because he cannot pay back his debts to
Dandan, he agrees to marry his son Zara – against the latter's will – to Dadan’s small daughter, called Ladybird.
Shortly before the marriage, Matko's father dies, and tradition forbids marriage during the mourning period. So, the
grandfather's death is kept a secret; when Dadan’s father
dies, too, during the festivities, he is hidden in the attic.
In the end it takes two resurrections before Zara and Lovebird's marriage – this time with the right partners – can be
celebrated.
The cast are mainly amateur actors, and the film is a firework of joie de vivre and drolleries, touching, lovable and
funny. Originally planned as a documentary on Roma musicians, the film turned into a feature film on the Roma, a
marriage and the obligatory musicians.
Note
Due to the film's length, it might be possible to show only
individual scenes in class.
Perspective
An a-political film, without reference to history, which contrasts the live traditions with Western mannerisms and the
gangster's (particularly Dadan's) status symbols; in the end,
this contrast can be reconciled with the final quote from
"Casablanca": "I think this is the beginning of a wonderful
friendship". The sympathy Kusturica has towards his actors,
the Roma, is tangible everywhere and saves the presentation
of the "gypsies" as crooks and musicians full of life from a
stereotypical portrayal.
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Goal
This film is the "alternative program" to the great number of
other films that show the Roma as victims of persecution,
extinction and traumatism. We think it is very important to
also see this other part of Roma life, namely happiness, ease
and beauty despite – or perhaps even because of – all difficulties.
Target Group
The film is suitable for children 6 and over according to the
FSK; it can probably be used in a meaningful way with
children older than 12. Particularly suitable for older adolescents and adults.
Reference
Can be used in cross-curricular teaching; e.g. in the course
of a project on the Roma (Sekundarstufe II).

Schwarze Katze, weißer
Kater

Title
Sidonie
directed by Karin Brandauer, Austria 1991; approx. 90’.
Source of supply
Matthias-Film gemeinnützige GmbH, Gänsheidestraße 67,
D-70184 Stuttgart; Phone (+49) 0711/243456;
http://www.matthias-film.de/; mail to info@matthiasfilm.de or vertrieb@matthias-film.de.
Note: The price of € 163.- (2004) includes the license for
showing this film free of charge
! Lately, this film is also available through the media catalogue of the government (Bundesministerium für Bildung,
Wissenschaft und Kultur) for E 21,80 (2004):
http://medienkatalog.bmbwk.gv.at/.
Short description
This is the film accompanying Erich Hackl's book Abschied
von Sidonie; the script was written by Erich Hackl before he
completed the narrative. The story, based on real events, of
Sidonie Adlersburg, who was deported to Auschwitz in
1943, describes not only the life of a "gypsy girl", but also
offers insight into the events before and during World War
II.
Content
In August 1933, a newborn "gypsy girl" is found in front of
the hospital in Steyr (Upper Austria). It has a piece of paper
with it saying "My name is Sidonie Adlersburg and I was
born on the road to Altheim. Looking for parents."
Sidonie is taken in by the Breirather family and nursed back
to health. She grows up together with her foster brother
Manfred and a second foster daughter Hilde, loved like a
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natural daughter. At first, the fact that Sidonie is a "gypsy"
is no problem. The political development, however, aggravates the situation. When Sidonie is old enough to go to
school, discrimination because of her "racial affiliation" is
tangible.
The authorities in Steyr intensify their search for Sidonie’s
natural mother. Finally, their efforts pay off; the Breirather
family is told to immediately bring Sidonie to her natural
mother; desperate attempts of the family to keep her follow.
Finally, Sidonie is handed over to her mother, and together
with other gypsies deported from Camp Hopfgarten to
Auschwitz with the last transport. There, she dies from humiliation, hunger, cold, and – most of all – from a broken
heart.
After the war, life goes on as if Sidonie had never existed.
Only her foster parents never get over her death. They are
even denied putting up a memorial stone. It is only in 1988,
a few months before the start of the film's shooting, that a
memorial stone is put up in Sidonie’s hometown Letten;
however, this is a tribute rather to Erich Hackl and the
award his script won, than to Sidonie's memory.
Perspective
see book; in the film there is the additional perspective of
the female director who sees Josefa, Sidonie's foster mother,
as a representative of women fighting for the children and
for life in a men's world, a world of war and violence, of
ideologies and resistance.
Goal
see book; additionally differences between the two media
film and book can be analyzed.
Target Group
According to the FSK, suitable from 6 years on. Because of
the historical connections' complexity it can probably be
used meaningfully only with children over 10 years. Also
interesting for adults.
Reference1
History, Political Education, German

Sidonie

1

For ideas on how to use this material in class see "Materialien für den Unterricht" ("Material for Class Use"), particularly Erich Hackl: Abschied von Sidonie. Teacher book, p.107.
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Curriculum Rombase Pedagogics
Course on Roma-specific subjects in two modules
General Information
Target Group
This course is generally designed for adults, mainly for
occupational groups that deal with Roma or work as
multipliers and mediators. (Roma representatives, teachers,
social workers, police officers, etc.).
Course Content and Structure
The content of this course is based on the headwords in the
Rombase, an illustrated online database.
Thanks to the structure of modules, this course can give
both a survey of Roma-specific subjects (General
Introductory Module) and a deeper knowledge (Extension
Module) of the individual topics. The Extension Module is
flexible in its choice of focus: according to interest and
relevance (one or more) topics can be chosen and dealt with
in detail.
The Introductory Module takes two days. The lecture is
complemented by illustrative material (listening examples,
film excerpts, language games etc. taken primarily from the
Collection of Material). Apart from getting factual
information, the participants shall get familiar with
Rombase.
The length of the Extension Module is 1 – 2 days, and it
builds on the Introductory Module, but is not presented as a
single module. Here, the particular interests of the
participants are taken into account. The Extension Module
also uses illustrative material on the individual thematic
foci.
Methods and Didactics
The content is imparted mainly by oral lecture. In it,
theoretical subjects (e.g. history, language) alternate with
subjects that are more easily accessible for the participants
(Roma names, traditional ceremonies & customs).
Searching Rombase and working out lesson and project
plans will be done in teamwork. The use of illustrative
material should help to facilitate access to the individual
topics and activate not only the cognitive but also the
emotional level. The material needed can to a great part be
found in the Collection of Material.
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A handbook which gives a survey of the course’s contents
for home reading accompanies the course; it also includes a
description of the material in the Collection of Material as
well as Ideas for Using Roma-Related Topics in Class.
Goals
passing on knowledge about the Roma; a better
understanding of history and culture of the Roma shall help
to accept the "other"
showing how society deals with the Roma (and other
minorities), focusing on the historical as well as on the
present-day situation
questioning common stereotypes and clichés
becoming aware of the necessity of an own, reflected
opinion and personal commitment
a positive access to cultural diversity and, as a consequence,
living together with less conflicts - also with other
minorities
Entire Course Content
History of the Roma
From India to Europe
Modern Times (until 1945)
Holocaust
1945 up to the Present
Names and Terminology
proper names and terms used by Non-Roma
names for Non-Roma
names of Roma groups
Current Situation
situation of the Roma in Austria
Roma in Europe
emancipation and self-organization
recognition as ethnic group
racism and Human Rights
education and labor market
Sociology and Ethnology
stereotypes & folklorism
family- and social structure
professions now and then
home & food
traditional celebrations & customs
beliefs & taboos
Music
Roma music in general
music as profession
musical styles: from dance tunes to Rompop
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Language
origin of Romani and linguistic affiliation
terms for and classification of Roma varieties
general characteristics of Romani
lexicon (inherited lexicon & borrowings, word formation)
sound system
grammar
socio-linguistic situation of Austrian varieties of Romani
Roma personalities
personalities in the fine arts, literature, music etc.
ROMBASE
introduction to Rombase
working with Rombase
Use in Class
discussion and detailed elaboration of the suggestions in the
handbook
looking through the Collection of Material
developing new lesson and project plans
help for own research
Introductory Module
History
survey of origin and migration of the Roma; arrival in
Europe; begin of exclusion, persecution and slavery up to
World War II; Roma in the Holocaust and dealings with the
Roma after 1945; present-day situation in European
countries
Length: 2 units
Names and Terminology
origin and problematic nature of terminology used by NonRoma, like "Zigeuner", "Gypsy" etc; names for Non-Roma;
terminology used by the Roma themselves
Length: 1 unit
Current Situation
survey of the situation of the Roma in Austria; present-day
developments in Austria; situation of the Roma in other
European countries
Length: 2 units
Sociology and Ethnology
prejudices and stereotypes and their background; role of the
family in traditional Roma cultures; traditional professions
and situation on the labor market; life of the Roma with
particular focus on the Roma groups in Austria
Length: 2 units
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Music
musical styles of Roma music; mutual cultural influencing;
functions of Roma music; music as a profession
Length: 1 unit
Language
origin and development of Romani; linguistic affiliation;
lexicon and borrowings, socio-linguistic situation of
Romani; initiatives for the preservation of language
Length: 2 units
Personalities
In this unit the participants shall be made familiar with the
Roma’s achievements and their contribution to Europe’s
cultural life
Length: 1 unit
ROMBASE
general introduction to Rombase (structure, content,
research); practical examples for independent research
Length: 2 units
Extension Module
History
detailed information on the subjects in the Introductory
Module, depending on interest
Length: 2 units
Names and Terminology
proper names of Roma groups; terms for and classification
of Romani dialects
Length: 1 unit
Current Situation
efforts towards emancipation of the Roma; organizational
structures; the battle for recognition and Human Rights;
racism towards Roma; the Roma's educational situation and
their situation on the labor market
Length: 2 units
Sociology and Ethnology
traditional celebrations & customs of the Roma; beliefs;
taboos and the commands of cleanliness
Length: 2 units
Music
musical styles and genres of Roma music – Flamenco,
Csárdas, Sinti-jazz, and Rompop; traditional
instrumentation of Roma ensembles
Length: 2 units
Language
4

general characteristics of Romani; Romani sounds and
structure; dialects and how they spread in Europe
Length: 2 units
Use in Class
for teachers: ideas on how to use the material in class
(handbook) are discussed and new ideas worked upon;
looking through the Collection of Material; tips for own
research; literature and links for further information
Length: 5 units
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Literature, Films and Links
Literature
General Literature
BAKKER, PETER / KYUCHUKOV, HRISTO (eds.) (2000) What is
the Romani language? Hatfield: University of Hertfordshire
Press.
(Short and easily understandable description of the history and
particularly of the Roma's language).
BAUMANN, MAX PETER (ed.) (2000) Music, Language and Literature of the Roma and Sinti, Berlin: VWB.
(Articles in English and German; for more information about
the content see http://www.vwbverlag.com/Katalog/m642.html)
EDER, BEATE (1993) Geboren bin ich vor Jahrtausenden ... Bilderwelten in der Literatur der Roma und Sinti, Klagenfurt:
Drava.
FONSECA, ISABEL (1996) Begrabt mich aufrecht. Auf den Spuren der Zigeuner, München: Kindler.
(An American journalist takes up the Eastern European Roma's
trail)
FRASER, ANGUS (1922) Gypsies, Oxford: Blackwell.
(Comprehensive book about the Roma's history)
GAUß, KARL-MARKUS (2004) Die Hundeesser von Svinia,
Wien: Zsolnay.
(A very topical book on the Roma in Eastern Slovakia)
HALWACHS, DIETER W. / MENZ, FLORIAN (eds.) (1999) Die
Sprache der Roma. Perspektiven der Romani-Forschung in Österreich im interdisziplinären und internationalen Kontext, Klagenfurt: Drava.
(Articles on the Roma's language, but also their history, lyric
and music, as well as two articles on the Roma in Austria.)
HALWACHS, DIETER W. (1998) Amaro vakeripe Roman hi - Unsere Sprache ist Roman. Texte, Glossar und Grammatik der
burgenländischen Romani-Variante, Klagenfurt: Drava.
HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. / HEMETEK, URSULA (eds.) (1994) Roma, das unbekannte Volk. Schicksal und Kultur, Wien: Böhlau.
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What is the Romani language?

MATRAS, YARON (2002) Romani. A Linguistic Introduction,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
(Very comprehensive description of the Roma language, but
difficult to read.)
MAYERHOFER, CLAUDIA (1998) Dorfzigeuner. Kultur und Geschichte der Burgenland-Roma von der Ersten Republik bis zur
Gegenwart, Wien: Picus.
ÖSTERREICHISCHES VOLKSGRUPPENZENTRUM (ed.) (2001) I am
from Austria - Volksgruppen in Österreich, Klagenfurt: Hermagoras.

I am from Austria

REMMEL, FRANZ (1993) Die Roma Rumäniens. Volk ohne Hinterland, Wien: Picus.
REEMTSMA, KATRIN (1996) Sinti und Roma. Geschichte, Kultur, Gegenwart, München: C. H. Beck.
SAMER, HELMUT (2001) Die Roma von Oberwart, Oberwart:
edition lex liszt 12.
THURNER, ERIKA (1983) Nationalsozialismus und Zigeuner in
Österreich, Salzburg: Edition Geyer.
VOSSEN, RÜDIGER (1983) Zigeuner. Roma, Sinti, Gitanos,
Gypsies zwischen Verfolgung und Romantisierung, Hamburg:
Ullstein.
(Comprehensive book about the Roma's history and culture; unfortunately out of print, but sometimes available through internet antiquarians.)
WIPPERMANN, WOLFGANG (1997) Wie die Zigeuner. Antisemitismus und Antiziganismus im Vergleich, Berlin: Espresso.
YOORS, JAN (1982) Die Zigeuner, Frankfurt.
(Yoors describes his life with the "gypsies". Very exciting and
vivid, but unfortunately out of print. Sometimes available
through internet antiquarians)
Fairy Tales and Narratives
HALWACHS, DIETER W. / GÄRTNER-HORVATH, EMMERICH /
WOGG, MICHAEL (ed.) (2000) Der Rom und der Teufel / O rom
taj o beng. Märchen, Erzählungen und Lieder der Roma aus
dem Burgenland, Klagenfurt: Drava.
CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2001) Fern von uns
im Traum ... / Te na dikhas sunende.... Märchen, Erzählungen
und Lieder der Lovara, Klagenfurt: Drava.
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CECH, PETRA / FENNESZ-JUHASZ, CHRISTIANE / HALWACHS,
DIETER W. / HEINSCHINK, MOZES F. (ed.) (2003) Die schlaue
Romni / E bengali Romni. Märchen und Lieder der Roma, Klagenfurt: Drava.
FRANZ, PHILOMENA (2001) Zigeunermärchen, Books on Demand GmbH.

Fairy Tales and Narratives

Autobiographies
NIKOLIC, MIŠO (2002) ... und dann zogen wir weiter. Lebenslinien einer Roma-Familie, Klagenfurt: Drava.

... und dann zogen wir weiter

FRANZ, PHILOMENA (2001) Zwischen Liebe und Hass. Ein Zigeunerleben, Norderstedt: BoD GmbH.
STOJKA, CEIJA (2003) Wir leben im Verborgenen. Erinnerungen
einer Rom-Zigeunerin, Wien: Picus.

Wir leben im Verborgenen

STOJKA, KARL (1994) Auf der ganzen Welt zuhause. Das Leben
und Wandern des Zigeuners Karl Stojka, Wien: Picus.
STOJKA, MONGO (2000) Papierene Kinder. Glück, Zerstörung
und Neubeginn einer Roma-Familie in Österreich, Wien: Molden.
LEE, RONALD (1997) Verdammter Zigeuner, Weinheim / Basel:
Beltz.
(Autobiographic novel of a Canadian Rom.)
Material for Classroom Use
BAUMHAUER, URSULA (ed.) (2000) Abschied von Sidonie von
Erich Hackl. Materialien zu einem Buch und seiner Geschichte,
Zürich: Diogenes.
DOMANSKI, HERBERT (1999) Analysehilfen Erich Hackl "Abschied von Sidonie", Stuttgart / Düsseldorf / Leipzig: Klett.
FISCHER, ROSEMARIE / KRAPP, GÜNTHER (2002) Erich Hackl:
Abschied von Sidonie. Lehrerheft und Schülerheft, Rot a. d. Rot:
Krapp & Gutknecht.
ORTMAYER, CHRISTOPH / PETERS, ELKE / STRAUß, DANIEL
(1998) Antiziganismus. Geschichte und Gegenwart deutscher
Sinti und Roma, Wiesbaden: Hessisches Landesinstitut für Pädagogik.
GESELLSCHAFT FÜR BEDROHTE VÖLKER (ed.) (2002) Sinti und
Roma - eine Minderheit in Deutschland. Unterrichtseinheit für
Schülerinnen und Schüler ab der 9. Klasse, Göttingen: Gesellschaft für bedrohte Völker.
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Material for Classroom Use

Journals
Journal des Romano Centro
Bilingual (Romani / German) journal published by the "Romano
Centro", with articles on politics, history and culture of the
Roma, as well as short descriptions of recently published books.
More information and downloads can be found at the Romaniproject's homepage at http://romani.uni-graz.at/romani/ - links
Romani Patrin
Up to now quaterly journal published by the organisation Roma
im burgenländischen Oberwart. Bilingual Burgenland-Romani
and German. downloads at http://romani.uni-graz.at/romani/ links
Droma
Since April 2004 journal of the newly-founded Verein Roma
Service (http://www.roma-service.at/), continuation of the Romani Patrin with Austrian and international contributions.
Pogrom
Journal by the Gesellschaft für bedrohte Völker; reports about
the Roma and their situation in various European countries. For
more information:
http://www.gfbv.de/bestell/pogrom/pogrom.htm.
Roma Rights Quarterly
Journal published by the "European Rights Center", with up-todate contributions about all Roma concerns. For more information: http://www.errc.org/.
For more literature, see Rombase
Also see the database of Roma literature "Romane Lila" at
http://romani.uni-graz.at/romani/

Films
Amen sam so amen sam – Wir sind, was wir sind
directed by Hans Panner, Austria 1995; approx. 36min.

Amen sam so amen sam

Auf der Kippe
directed by Andrei Schwartz, Germany 1997; approx. 90min.

Auf der Kippe

Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel. Die Sinti-Kinder von der St. Josefspflege
directed by Michael Krausnick / Romani Rose, Germany 1994;
approx. 40min.

Auf Wiedersehen im Himmel
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Ceija Stojka – Porträt einer Romni
directed by Karin Berger, Austria 1999; approx. 85min.
available at http://www.absolutmedien.de/
e-mail to info@absolutmedien.de.
Short description: Ceija Stojka talks about her life; about the
time before World War II, about her family's deportation to
Auschwitz, her liberation and the way back to "normalcy",
which is difficult after the war. Thanks to Ceija Stojka's exceptional personality the film scintillates joie de vivre and
"the joie de vivre of a people whose trace has been lost, but
whose spirit lives on on the European streets" (film description in the absolut Medien – online catalogue.)
Das falsche Wort. Die "Wiedergutmachung" an Zigeunern (Sinte) in Deutschland.
directed by Melanie Spitta and Katrin Seybold; Germany 1987;
approx. 85min.
available at http://www.absolutmedien.de/
e-mail to info@absolutmedien.de.
Short description: This documentary deals with the persecution of German "gypsies" during National Socialism and the
reparations after 1945. With the help of newspaper articles,
pictures, documents and material of the "racial researchers"
it is proven that the persecution of Sinti (and Roma) had already started in 1936, and not – as was later believed – in
1943. After the war, evidence was kept under lock and key
in order to prevent or at least postpone reparations. Only in
1981, the files could be examined after the Sinti's protest.
"The court believed the culprits, and not the victims. For the
first time, this inhuman exclusion, which continued long after the war, is documented." (film description in the absolut
Medien – online catalogue.)
Schwarze Katze, weißer Kater
directed by Emir Kusturica, YU 1998; approx. 130min.
Sidonie
directed by Karin Brandauer, Österreich 1991; approx. 90min.

Links
http://romani.uni-graz.at/romani/
homepage of the Romani project of the Karl-Franzens University Graz; apart from information on Romani it offers an extensive literature database ("Romane Lila"). download of the
"Romano Centro" journal (up to December 2001), the "Romano
Patrin" (up to December 2003) and the "Radio Romano Centro"
broadcasts as audio files
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Schwarze Katze, weißer Kater

Sidonie

http://www.errc.org/
The "European Roma Rights Center" 's homepage offers varied
information on the present-day situation of Roma in Europe,
country reports (also as downloads) and the most recent issue of
the journal Roma Rights. Topic links, newsletter
http://www.gfbv.de/
The homepage of the Gesellschaft für bedrohte Völker; offers
up-to-date information about the situation of Roma in Europe.
online articles on Roma (search for "Roma").
http://www.romove.cz/de/
"Radio Prague" homepage; good contributions about cultural
and social topics; short biographies of internationally known
Roma personalities
http://www.minderheiten.org/roma/
The homepage of the Europäisches Kultur- und Informationszentrum Thüringen; information on the Roma's history, present
and culture, as well as information about Roma personalities,
addresses, links, etc.
http://www.ushmm.com/
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's homepage;
comprehensive documentation on the Holocaust, including
films from the time before World War II, short biographies,
photos, links etc. (search for "gypsies" or "Roma")
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/5121/patrin.htm
Articles about the Roma's history and culture; not always reliable
http://www.galbeno.co.yu/
Information on Roma artists (musicians, sculptors, writers,
dancers) as well as music to listen to and song texts
http://www.romnews.com/
Homepage of the "RomNews Society"; newsletter, up-to-date
events, news (for each country) and links
http://www.soros.org/
The Budapest "Open Society Institute" 's homepage; online
Roma picture gallery, articles, downloads, links (search for
"Roma")
http://romano-centro.org/
Homepage of Vienna's "Romano Centro"; information about the
organization's study groups and about Roma assistants for
schools in Vienna, about some Roma personalities (among others Dragan Jevremović, Pera Petrović, Harri Stojka, Ilja
Jovanović); arranging of bands
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http://roma-service.at/
The homepage of the organization “Roma-Service”, founded in
2004, offers a download version of the journal dROMa and of
the Children’s Bible “O Del use pre fatschuvtscha vakerel /
Gott spricht zu seinen Kindern” (in progress), as well as information on teaching in Burgenland-Romani and about the organization, its goals and sphere of activity.

Roma and Sinti Organizations in Austria
Verein Roma-Service
Kleinbachselten 53, 7511 Mischendorf
Phone (+43) 03366/78634 or (+43) 0650/4276062
mail to office@roma-service.at
http://www.roma-service.at (available soon)
Romano Centro
Hofmannsthalgasse 2/19, 1030 Wien
Phone (+43) 01/7496336
mail to office@romano-centro.org
http://romano-centro.org
Verein Roma
Spitalgasse 4, 7400 Oberwart
Phone (+43) 03352/33059
mail to office@verein-roma.at
http://www.verein-roma.at
Verein Ketani für Sinti und Roma
Fadingerplatz 5/1, 4030 Linz
Phone (+43) 0732/318431 or (+43) 0732/312929
mail to verein.ketani@aon.at
Kulturverein österreichischer Roma
Adresse: Devrientgasse 1, 1190 Wien
Phone (+43) 01/3106421
mail to office@kv-roma.at
http://www.kv-roma.at/
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